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ON THE COVEH

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM TOOTH & NAIL RECORDS:

AS CITIES BURN

HELL OR HIGH WATER

IN STORES & ONLINE 4/21/09

ANO THEN THERE WERE NONE

WHO SPEAKS FOR PLANET EARTH?

IN STORES & ONLINE NOW

2009 Tooth & Nail Records

toothandnail.com

IN STONES AND ONLINE 3/24/09
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it’s all crazy ! it’s all false ! it’s all a dream ! it’s alright

the new album from mewithoutYou
,
produced by daniel smith & Brian mctear

myspace.com/mewithoutyou

[in stores & online may 19, 2009]
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Eli Livingston s
M o n s t e r H ouse Creations

...the place where visions, dreams and nightmares manifest

C u s t om Metal Work

Silver Stasis Figure Oni Devil Ring Blade Lady Ring

Original Sculptures

K

R Beast Fossil Fuel Atrqpos v. /

Monster House Creations offers a wide range of services from concept sketches to final product prototype.

• character and creature design '

• toy creation

• fine art in wax or clay • fiberglass and silicone molds

• metal work and jewelry • latex prosthetics and SPFX for film and T.V.

Eli Livingston's client list includes Bamny Artists, H.R Giger and Viktor Koen, Celtic Frost, Heaven and Hell, Ibanez Guitars, SilverTone,

Barton Snowboards, NBC, H.B.O., Marvel Comics, Fisher Price, Toy Biz, Hasbro, Diamond Select, Mattel, Nintendo, Ningyoushi. Upper Playground.

Contact Us today to discuss your Project

or to Purchase one of these sculptures • WWW.ELlLIVINGSTON.COM
Management: Janet Molenaar. Dark Moon Entertainment • www.darkmoonentertainment.com
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The debut album by Kill the Drama

“Cbse Friends with Sharp Knives”

NOW available on OiTunes and amazon.com
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PARANOID DELUSIONS
I
PARADISE ILLUSIONS

LISTEN NOW: DEATHWlSHlNC.COM/LISTENNOW/52 I
ALSO AVAILABLE FROM DEATHWISH

CARPATHIAN
Isolation CD/LP

TRAP THEM
Seizures In Barren Praise CD/LP

DOOMRIDERS S DISFEAR

Split 7”EP

VICTIMS

Killer CD
END OF A YEAR

Self Titled 7”EP

COLISEUM

True Quiet / Last Wave 7"EP

BUY APPAREL S RELEASES 24 HOURS A DAY @ tUYUtU*t>Cntl)tUti?l)iltC*COm

WToW<©ALL DEATHWISH RELEASES ARE DISTRIBUTED IN NORTH AMERICA BY RED AND REVELATION DISTRIBUTION ALL MALFUNCTION RELEASES ARE DISTRIBUTED BV REVELATION DISTRIBUTION

OUT SOON NEW RELEASES FROM: THE HOPE CONSPIRACY, NARROWS. LEWD ACTS, NEW LOWS. IRONS, CONVERGE. ROT IN HELL, PULLING TEETH. END OF A YEAR, INTEGRITY. REIGN SUPREME, and more that we cant talk about yet.
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questions@bigpunks.com
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[AWRENCE ARM1

Sizes L and above for the biggest punk fans

at an ROCkn
rSitBYPre price

For a discount enter the promo code: "wonkavision" at checkout!
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VOM IN PARIS - HEY IS DEE DEE HOME

HISTORY
ON MY ARMS
with Dee Dee Ramone
directed by Lech Kowalski

FLIPPER
Fight (Live)

FLIPPER
Live Target Video 1980-81

Brand new studio album from the Live album from the gritty art punk Classic early ’80s live shows of

art punk sludge legends, Flipper! masters. Recorded in 2007 as the live this massively influential band.

companion to the new studio album “LOVE."

TSOL
Live At The 0C

Killer live performance at

the UCI campus in Orange

County from March 23, 1991

.

DEE DEE
RAMONE
History On My Arms

The 2003 documentary “Hey Is Dee

Dee Home” plus new bonus short

films “History on My Arms” and

“Vom In Paris” and a bonus CD.

CITIZEN
FISH
Underwater Over-

ground: Gaffer Tape

Punk-ska band Citizen Fish take

their camera in the van, on the

stage and in your face on tour

around the world 1994-2008.

FLIPSIDE
Best Of Volume 1:

Bad Religion, Circle Jerks,

Dickies, Weirdos

Captures all the aggressive- ,

ness and energy of the L.A.

punk rock scene in the mid-’80s.

CDs & DVDs AVAILABLE AT ISEEaESOUNOxoJ AND EVERYWHERE MUSIC IS SOLD!



WORMS OF THE SENSES BY REFUSED
They told me that the classics never go out of style but, they do, they do.

Somehow baby, I never thought that we do too. I got a bone to pick with

capitalism and a few to break. Grab us by the throat and shake the life away.
Human life is not commodity, figures, statistics or make believe. And yeah, I like

eating excrement, not getting paid for it. Play the guilt, play the fear & play the

anxiety. Seduced by the opportunity and robbed of hope. Alien nation is not

commodity, figures, statistics or make believe. Marginalize away the joy and
sell us boredom. And yeah, I like working doing nothing, not making anything.

Blame the poor, blame the uneducated & blame the sick. I got a bone to pick and
a few to break.

O
h

Magazines and newspapers are

either merging together and filing

for bankruptcy, or closing their doors

completely. This issue you're holding

is a result of not giving up. If you've

read my Editor's Letters, you know its

no secret that in our 1 2th year, I'm not

about giving up and calling it quits. We
adjusted our page count, our circulation

a wee-bit and moved to a quarterly

schedule. On top of all these changes, we

were a month late and we had to get rid

of some of our glossier appearance. Just

to keep the magazine alive, my wife and

I who run this Indie Magazine, started

selling off all of our personal belongings

in order to raise the money necessary

to make sure this issue went to press.

We came very close to going under and

in order to not let that happen, we had

to sell a lot of our ADS at 50% off and

lose additional money. All the while, we

had great help from our friends in Circa

Survive, John at Tooth & Nail Records,

several of our staff who stepped up and

bought subscriptions for their friends and

all the people who purchased Wonka

#43, The Women in Rock Issue (our #1

selling issue to date), and all of the great

and amazing record labels you see that

bought an AD in this magazine.

Me and every single person on our

staff wants to say THANK YOU to each

and every person who is helping keep

Wonka Vision Magazine & Independently

run media & journalism alive; especially

YOU - if you are thinking about

I
INTERNATIONAL RATES

]
(US Currency Only)

1 Canada & Mexico: $30 (4 Issues) 1

I Elsewhere: |
Surface: $40 (4 Issues)

1
Air: $75 (4 Issues)

1

purchasing this magazine, just purchased

it or bought a subscription. It all adds

up. We work 80 hard hours a week, we

research our stories, we fact check, we

operate like publications back in the day

did and we will continue to do so with

your help. We aren't a blog. We never

will be; even if all this ends tomorrow.

Coming from what we've done - it's too

fucking easy. We've never believed in

feeding our readers regurgitated so-called

"news" and we hope that you ultimately

gain something out of the magazine that

you'll be able to take out into the world

with you. Appearance has always been

something we've strived towards but it's

not everything, more so we try to deliver

our readers the highest quality product

that we can.

I want to use this Editorial Space for

two Reasons. The first reason is to ask

people to subscribe. Because we wanted

to give you as much Editorial Content as

possible, we cut our Subscription Page

in the back of the book and I'm asking

that anyone who gives a shit about what

we're doing, to throw $14.99 to our PO

Box for a 1-year subscription or to our

Paypal at orders@wonkavisionmagazine.

com. For every subscription we will

send you some free CD's, pins, stickers,

postcards, etc. Your help won't go

unrecognized. Second, I want to use this

space to personally thank the people

at the following 27 labels that helped

get this magazine to print. Thank you

to: Big Punks, Chunksaah, Copper

Lung, Deathwish, Fake Four, Fat Wreck,

Hawthorne Street, Last Martyrs of a Lost

Cause, Leatherpunk, Long Live Crime,

Lujo, Mental, Moxie PR, Music Video

Distributors, No Sleep, Passion Brand,

Rainmaker PR, Saddle Creek, Safety

Meeting, Side One Dummy, Smog Veil,

SPV, Suburban Home, Tooth & Nail,

Victory, Warner Brothers and Wig City.

In addition I want to thank our Staff

Writers, Illustrators, and Photographers...

what you do is important to every facet

of the magazine, even if it's only a

quarter page spot in an issue. I want to

thank Rachel Wescott for working the

extra hours and making the magazine

perfect in the end as she always strives to

do, Andrew Stiles for making the Wonka

Website look better and better every

week, DaVonne Armstrong for setting

up our Sponsorships and helping out

with everything extra that we need here

and there, Adam Cantiello & Ricky llges

for doing a great job as Reviews Editors

for the short time they were here, Amy

Miller & Johnny Chiba for giving it their

all scraping the bottom of the Advertising

barrel, Jack Firneno for his relentless

support at everything over the years,

Ellen Thompson for making our text &

our Writing Squad the best they can be,

Murriel Calaycay for taking on a job so

many long years ago and working tireless

on it without giving up under the intense

pressures that Photography Deadlines can

provide, my friends & family for allowing

me to be a hermit, yet remaining my

friends and family and last but not least

my wife, my Angie Girl; without your

willingness to understand that living a

dream means making sacrifices that you

don't wish to make around every turn

and every corner - none of this would

even be remotely possible, let alone

worth doing it without you. I love you all.

Here's hoping for another 45 Issues! X

MSTART SENDING MY ONE-YEAR SUBSCRIPTION (4 ISSUES),

along with my limited -edition prize. Check/money order payable to:

Wonka Vision Magazine, PO Box 6368 o, Philadelphia, PA 19147 USA.

GIVEAWAY PACKAGE NUMBER:

.

BACKUP CHOICE:

Name :

Address:

Zip:

-City:- .State:

E-mail:

.

•prizes are limited-, if packages are unavailable we may substitute



NEWALBUM AREWETHERE YET?
AVAILABLENOW

“HEAVY ROCK WITH TONGUE PLANTED FIRMLY IN CHEEK.”
FOUR SICK PUPPIES PLAYING DISTURBINGLY FUN HEAVY ROCK”

...WILDMANSTEVERADIO.COM

“DELIGHTFULLY DISTURBING”
HEAVY ROCK WITH A SICK SENSE OF HUMOUR”

...GENE PAUL, MASTER ENGINEER - DB PLUS DIGITAL NYC

IVTYSPACE.COM/MYSCNTHEBUM WWW.MYSONTHEBUM.COM
myspace.com/samsmalldesign
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AS I WRITE THIS, THERE ARE
FIVE DAYS LEFT OF THE BUSH
ADMINISTRATION.

Everything I see and hear claims that

the inauguration of Barrack Obama is

a stupendous, momentous, historical

event due to him being the first African

American elected president.

I think it wise to pause for a moment

and ask ourselves this "Is getting a black

guy to clean up the mess made by white

guys really something new? Or have we

been doing that for the last 400 years?"

Ok, on to the actual topic. On

November 15, 1992, Jerrold Hall of

Oakland, California, was shot in the

back of the head and killed by Bay

Area Rapid Transit (BART) police officer

Fred Crabtree. There were subsequent

gatherings and demonstrations, which

never really took off in a big way.

Nothing was ever done to officer

Crabtree. Years later, officer Crabtree

.
killed himself.

Beginning at that time in 1992,

I started doing work around police

violence, although primarily in Sonoma

County, Calif. What I found is that

incidents of police violence and police

killings are always investigated by

another police agency, always passed on

to the district attorney who always rules

them justified. The entire process

is worthless.

This is what happened with officer

Crabtree, the investigation found him

justified in shooting Hall in the back of

the head while he was unarmed, hands

up, walking away, more than 25 feet

from Crabtree.

Now, as many of you may have

noticed on the national news, a 22- year-

old man and father, Oscar Grant III, was

shot through the back while restrained,

face down on the Fruitvale BART

platform this last New Years Eve.

The reason that you have seen this

one on the news and not the killing in

1992 is that multiple people videoed

the shooting on their cell phones, as

well as one news crew getting to the

scene before it was cleaned up. These

videos were on the internet almost

immediately. Also one young woman

didn't realize what she had on her

phone until a few days later. She

saw the news stories and looked in

her phone, finding a much clearer

video than the others.

What the videos show is

Oscar Grant III face down on the

ground not moving when the

officer takes out his gun and

shoots him in the back.

While you might think that a video

being all over the news would cause

the police to actually investigate, it did

not. The officer refused to answer any

questions asked by the other officers,

was not arrested and eventually quit

to avoid having to answer questions.

Neither the Oakland Police nor the

district attorney forced him to answer

questions. Do you think they would let a

civilian do that?

So the incident being filmed and on

the news and the internet didn't force

the district attorney to file charges. Later,

the Attorney General of California, Jerry

Brown, told the district attorney they

need to file charges against the officer.

This did not cause it to happen either.

In the second week after the shooting,

three demonstration marches regarding

the shooting turned into rioting

and the smashing of stores and

burning of cars. After the

second of these riots occurred,

the district attorney then had the

officer arrested (the officer had

fled to Nevada). Instantly, every

politician in the East Bay started

condemning the riots saying, "It's

good to protest the shooting,

but when it turns to rioting

you've totally invalidated your

whole point."

This is what I wanted to

address. We hear this

theory a lot, mainly

from the TV news.

They tell us that

there is only one

right way to

redress grievances

with government

(which happens to

be a way that

produces

no

results) and claim all other ways are

"wrong" and defeat the whole purpose.

I find this to be untrue. What caused

the district attorney to files charges were

the riots. What caused the police to go

arrest him in Nevada were the riots. If

there were no riots, this case would have

never been anything but a lawsuit by the

family, there would have never been any

criminal charges at all. The simple fact

is that protesting "the wrong way" was

the only thing that forced justice to

move along.

To me it's obvious; the action that gets

results without physically injuring anyone

is the way to go. Property destruction is

not violence, destruction of a person is.

PS - If Bush leaving office is not

justice, what is? £

,
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TOURING FOR NEARLY 12 YEARS IN A DIY HARDCORE BAND TAUGHT ME A LOT. VFW HALLS, DIRTY

BASEMENTS, SWEATY, LITTLE CLUBS AND SLEEPING ON FLOORS—WHAT BETTER CLASSROOMS?

THESE DAYS, WORKING AS A STAGE MANAGER AND GUITAR TECH ON BIG FESTIVALS AND ARENA

STAGES HAS BROUGHT WITH IT A COMPLETELY NEW SET OF SKILLS. THIS COLUMN AIMS TO SAVE

YOUNG BANDS TIME, STRESS AND MONEY WHEN IT COMES TO HITTING THE ROAD BY IMPARTING

SOME OF THE LITTLE NUGGETS OF KNOWLEDGE I'VE PICKED UP ALONG THE WAY.

SO, LET’S START AT THE START—YOUR FIRST TOUR. WE ALL KNOW THIS ISN’T GOING TO BE A MONEY

MAKING PROPOSITION, BUT GETTING YOUR BAND'S MUSIC OUT THERE IS MORE IMPORTANT RIGHT

NOW. AND, THERE ARE MORE THAN A FEW WAYS TO DO THAT WHILE SAVING YOURSELF A FEW BUCKS.

IF YOU'RE LUCKY IT WILL ALL PAY OFF IN THE LONG RUN.

VO

THINK LOCAL
Touring is a great life experience,

but don't rush it. Being on the road

is expensive and you'll find it nearly

impossible to maintain nationwide

touring on a DIY level. Plus, we all

have bills, credit cards and rent to pay.

Some of us have families and kids. We
can't afford to take weeks off work for

touring. Instead, try committing at least

two weekends a month to three to four

day runs. You can cover a lot of ground

and start to build a following regionally.

Next, come up with a two-week

routing and repeat it every six to eight

weeks. Keep your drive times between

four to six hours. These days, managers

and labels are more likely to snatch up

a good band who's grabbing regional

attention even if they haven't toured on

their own for years.

Play a show every day. A day off on

tour is a day you're not making any

money and no one's hearing your music.

Plus, you'll just end up spending more

money to cure your boredom. Hotels are

the kiss of death to your band's fundage,

so try and limit days off to cities where

you can crash an extra day with friends

or family. Bonus points if they're the

generous kind that will feed you.

FEED YOUR FACE
We all know fast food is convenient—

our highways are lined with it. But even

if you're eating off the dollar menu, there

are much cheaper and healthier ways to

feed yourself on the road.

First, bring your own food. Try

stowing a Tupperware container full of

non-perishable stuff in the van. Ramen,

cans of tuna, fruit cups—whatever floats

your boat. Bring along a kettle to boil

water for ramen, or make use of the

instant hot water button on most gas

station coffee machines.

Communal eating is key—hit grocery

stores and buy supplies to make

sandwiches for everybody. You can work

up a big pasta dinner for five dudes

with just a few bucks and a

little ingenuity. Pack some

spices and work on your

cooking skills if you actually

want to enjoy your food.

Above all, keep in mind

that many promoters will

feed you something if

you just ask.

It's also very easy to

get run down on the

road. Late nights,

long drives, lots

of partying

—

bring

along

some

multi-vitamins or a supplement like

Emergen-C to help keep you healthy.

NO PLACE TO CRASH?
If you can't find a place to stay, you're

not trying hard enough. Talk to the

promoter, the other bands, the sound

guy—even the local kids hanging out in

front of the 7-Eleven.

Be friendly and meet everyone you

can. It's time to reconnect with that

third cousin in Kentucky, or the uncle you

haven't seen since you were "this tall!"

Eventually your desperation will pay

off, and one of the greatest things

about touring is the crazy, unexpected

situations you will stumble in to. Just

be prepared for some less-than-classy

accommodations. You may find yourself

sleeping in the van some nights anyway.

GET GREASE MONKEYED
Odds are you and your buddies are

traveling in some hunk-of-junk van you

bought from a sleazy used car salesman.

The more you know about cars and

how they work, the more you can avoid

extra costs when it comes to routine

maintenance or even major breakdowns.

Learn how to change your own oil or

brake pads. The more you know, the

less you'll find yourself getting bent-over

by some sly mechanic trying to take

advantage of you.

Converting your van to run on

biodiesel fuel is also not as complicated

as you might think. If you buy a van that

already has a diesel engine there is no

initial overhead cost (as long as you run

on a blend of diesel and biodiesel), and it

will undoubtedly save you money in the

long run. Not to mention it's better for

the environment—look into it!

UPCOMING ISSUES; Touring

Europe for the first time, Coping with

a major breakdown, Tips for Green

touring, Hotel room gourmet and more! S
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Cobra Skulls

LP/CD/Deluxe Set
Available March 31st

BAD AT BREAKING UP
7VCD/Muxe Set available February 24th '09

T* The first solo album by
• * LP/CD/Deluxe Set available February 24th ‘09
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Illustration by byJeremy Forson

PUNKS AND DISHONESTY
BY JACK FIRNENO

The Class of 1977 railed against many social ills, but one that

doesn't usually make it into the history zines is their distaste for

deceit. Three of Britain's first punk bands weighed in on the subject:

The Sex Pistols came first in 1977 with the aptly titled "Liar" on

Never Mind the Bullocks. As usual, Johnny Rotten is alternately caustic

and cutting, chanting, "lie" and then twisting the knife as he calls

out his opponent's backhanded ways. It's kind of ironic, coming from

a band whose story is so fraught with tall tales and hokum.

The Damned dropped a song with the same name on 1979's

Machine Gun Etiquette. They approached the subject humorously,

painting their B.S. artist as a guy who would "smoke your last

cigarette [and] say that someone else did," and "send your mum to

the bed to find if your sister's frigid."

The Clash's eponymous debut in 1977 offered "Cheat," a track

not on the album's American release. Here it seems Joe Strummer

is OK with skirting the rules, advising people to "Cheat if you can't

win" and that "If you wanna survive you better learn how to lie."

The song almost sounds like a reflection of his own efforts to conceal

his privileged upbringing to fit in with the underclass punk crowd.

The band reconciled this with "The Card Cheat" on 1979's London

Calling, where a small time hustler is shot dead when he's found

with a card up his sleeve. X

WORKING
CLASS HEROES
BY MICHAEL LELLO

"A working class hero is something to be," John Lennon

sang nearly 40 years ago. He's not the only rocker to

extol the virtues of the blue collar. Here are some of

the top working class albums recorded:

Bruce Springsteen,

Bom in the U.S.A.

The title track was so rousing; Ronald

Reagan mistakenly co-opted it as a

patriotic anthem. But Springsteen was

bemoaning the blue-collar man's hard

times, not glorifying them.

The Almanac Singers,

Talking Union & Other Union Songs

Back in 1941, Pete Seeger and company

stood up for organized labor with

"Union Maid" (by Woody Guthrie),

"Union Train" and the polarizing

"Which Side Are You On."

Billy Joel,

The Stranger

"Movin' Out (Anthony's Song),"

"Scenes from an Italian Restaurant"

and "Only the Good Die Young"

vividly capture the joys and frustrations

of coming-of-age in suburbia.

Billy Bragg,

Talking with the Taxman about Poetry

With songs like "There Is Power in a

Union," the British punk/folk is as serious

and outspoken as usual. Even the love

song "Greetings to the New Brunette"

includes the words "politics" and

"ideological."

John Cougar Mellencamp,

Scarecrow

The loss of a farm—and a family

legacy—is at the heart of this

Midwestern saga. 5

PORT-O-PONG
BY JUSTIN LUCZEJKO

As legend has it, "Beirut" the original name

of Beer Pong, began in the 1950s at Dartmouth

University; completely by accident.

Lebanon, the capital at the time,

was engulfed in civil war and so

it was aptly named "Beirut" as

people got to "drop bombs"

(pongs) on their friends and

family. This "accident" in

the '50s has now become a

million dollar a year industry.

A phenomenon indeed!

Beer Pong now called

"Casino Pong", in certain

venues, has spawned $50K cash

tournaments (ala. the World Series of Beer Pong).

And in relation to this issue's blue-collar theme, the

PORTOPONG includes no corporate giants here.

PORTOPONG was started in May of 2007 by two

childhood friends: Jerry Piscitelli and Sal Laudano.

The boys' 6-foot by 3-foot, sturdy-vinyl, inflatable

table is designed to hold up to 20 cups and comes

with everything you'd need to either hang or tie it

down. It's great for tailgating, camping, backyard

BBQ's, and of course, pool-parties. Not only

can you order your PORTOPONG here at:

www.portopong.com/wantit.php but they also

have downloadable Table Tournament Brackets

and House Rules in PDF form.

Whiles it's not exactly a family game like Air

Hockey or Foosball, Beer Pong is next in line as one

America's most popular games. If you've lived, you've

played it; and if you've gone to college, you've played

it more than most. And unlike ANY other game, the

better your opposing team is, the more fun and high-

fives your team will ultimately have. X



THE 30-SECOND RULE MONDAY MORNING
ONE-SENTENCE CD REVIEWS ANT BRIGADE

BESTALBUM COYEB
Rob Dickinson —

FreshWine for the Horses

I Sanctuaiy/EM I ]

I'm deviating here and choosing a

"best" cover art instead of worst this

time. I mean, look... he's letting a bag of

cute little seahorses free into the ocean.

How noble is that?! X

The Passive Aggressives —

Conflict Resolution [Dead FishJ

This band actually makes me passive aggressive,

well, minus the passive.

Total listening time: Between the horrible

band name and strikingly bad package, this

one didn't even make it into the CD player.

XmetalcoreX — All My Friends

Are Metalcore [Metalcore Inc.]

Okay, the well is running dry on this little

ongoing joke, but tragically the well ain't running

dry on bad metalcore bands.

Total listening time: None,
r

cuz this ain't

real, gangsta.

BY JASON SCHREURS

The 30-second review rule is a wonderful thing. Pop a CD

in and if it doesn't impress right away... gong! It fails. It's not as

fair for bands that like to meander, or use elaborate song intros,

but for most CDs it's the ultimate test of whether they belong

on the planet or not. And most of them? Well, not so much.

Japanese Motors - Self-titled [Vice]

Come on, Vice, where's the danger?! Where's

the threat!? This is dull X3.

Total listening time: 1... dull... ?... dull... 3 ...

dull... 4 seconds.

BY EMMA HERNANDEZ
It seems as though musicians are always faced with

having to choose between following their dreams or

paying their rent. Here at Wonka Vision, we totally feel

their pain. We spoke to some of the hardest working

bands in the industry about the worst non-tour jobs

they've ever worked and here's what they had to say.

Anti Flag's Justin Sane was a grounds keeper at a

cemetery, and a telemarketer for a funeral home.

Jay Pepito of Reign Supreme makes ends meet by selling

his beloved instruments on Ebay, and Years Spent Cold's

Zach Kutz works long hours in landscaping to pay the bills.

While working as a package handler at FedEx, Sean

Baker of The Mongoloids came across a box containing a

live dog that performed tricks when spoken to in Spanish,

and dealt with rude managers.

"That job helped me appreciate everything I did that

wasn't working," Baker says.

Pat Flynn of Have Heart tried selling his body on street

corners to earn a (dishonest) living.

"It isn't a very lucrative job trying to sell your body as a

23-year-old male on Commonwealth Avenue in Boston,"

Flynn explains.

Come on dude, we could've told you that. X

The Music Lovers — Masculine Feminine

[Le Grande Magistery]

Pretentious, mopey indie-rock only kids with

rooster haircuts could love.

Total listening time: 4 and
3A seconds

too many.

Deathstar - The Triumph [Facedown]

I'd rather fuck a cactus than listen to another

tough guy hardcore band.

Total listening time: 70.5 seconds. The .5

was to shake my head out ofthe sausage

fest trance.

The Giraffes — Prime Motivator

[ Crustacean]

Music stores should have a policy that you need

to prove you can at least play the main riff from

Black Sabbath's "Iron Man" before you purchase

any kind of guitar.

Total listening time: 7god-awful

alt-rock seconds.
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SOMETHING OLD, SOMETHINGNEW
BYJACK FIRNENO
Before plowing into 2009, here's one last look at the music of 2008 (or so),

and some albums that came out well before that.

Anthony Green: Avalon

and Chet Baker: MyFunny Valentine

Named after the Jersey Shore town that inspired the album,

the waves of the Atlantic lap against Green's relaxed solo

outing in the same way that Chet Baker's intimate West Coast

jazz floats on the Pacific.

Billy Bragg: Mr. Love and Justice

and Bob Dylan: Blood on the Tracks

Maybe if Billy's blueprints for healthy relationships were

around back then, Bobby could have used them to save

the failed marriage he immortalized in 1975. But, then we

wouldn't have bitter opuses like "Idiot Wind" kicking around.

Feist: The Reminder

and Carole King: Tapestry

Like King, who started out writing '60s pop gems like

"Some Kind of Wonderful" before pointing the way for

singer-songwriters in the '70s, Feist fuses intimacy with the

song craft of pre flower-power 45's.

Wolf Parade: At Mount Zoomer

and the Saturday Night Fever Soundtrack

Aviators and American Apparel may not be the new bell

bottoms and platform shoes, but you've gotta admit that

Spencer Krug sounds a helluva lot like Barry Gibb. X

SCION: BRIDGINGTHE RAP
BYDAN BRIAN

Not unlike hip-hop's uncanny attention to respect, Toyota Scion's image has

been consistently laden with a respect for their target markets, mostly Generation

Y, and the hip-hop community they've rooted themselves in since their conception

in 2001.

In recent years, Scion has released several sampler records on their AudioA/isual

label comprising artists like The Dap Kings and EPMD, and more exclusive tracks by

Ghostface Killah and Designated Hitters. The exclusive tracks often promote the DIY

mentality to mix things up, as they often include separate instrumental and vocal

tracks. The company has also released several vinyl installments and has promoted

the "Free Up the Mix" contest for the more legit DJ.

Scion's CDs are a small piece to a much larger and

innovative puzzle of marketing, where the company is

contributing and working alongside hip-hop within the

foundations the music is based: creativity, hard-working

promotion and a community driven respect.

For more info go to: scion.com/sav X
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Eight years ago, Screams from the Balcony was

called For Those with A.D.D. and like it is today,

the section focused on the more humorous and

mystifying aspects of just about anything and

everything.

<lnsert flashback sound bite> Here's an oldie

but a goodie. Back in 1989, Fleer released the now

infamous Billy Ripken Fuck Face baseball card. Fleer

claimed the card was a mistake and they did not

catch the mistake until after it was printed.

When we originally wrote this article in 2001

,

Ripken stated that it was a practical joke his

teammates played on him. Years later, Cal's little

brother came clean and admitted to writing the

expletive on the knob of the bat himself, but only

to distinguish it as a batting practice bat. He hadn't

intended on using it in the photo shoot.

After noticing the "error", Fleer rushed to correct

the expletive and in their haste released several

different versions of the card.

They first replaced the factory sets with a version

of the card which would feature a black box covering

the offensive slur. What Fleer did next continued to

push the envelope. They inserted additional variant

versions of the original card in baseball card packs

sold in stores. First there was the scribbled out with

Sharpie version, followed by an airbrushed rendering

of the card. However, the rarest of all the errors to

date recently sold for $120 on eBay; the whited out

version covered up with correction fluid.

Whether Fuck Face was a publicity stunt, or

just a simple grab of the wrong bat by the Orioles

former Second Basemen, the card has gone down

in immortality as the most famous error card ever

created. To date there are 10 different versions of

the card in existence.

Article originally titled I Don’t Know How That Got There?

by Scott Gardner

BILL RIPKEN
SECOND 3ASE

P
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Lujo Records (lujorecords.com)

Our touring manager told us to save money by

renting vans each tour, so they were always in tip-top shape. But, we bought a van in

early '07, and the very first tour we did with it, we spent about $1,200 getting stuff

fixed because it pretty much stopped in the middle of Florida. We drove it 30 MPH for

2 hours to Panama City.

This old, withered salad in West Virginia. The lettuce

was soft and mushy and the ranch dressing was so thick it didn't even pour out of its

little dish.

'he Masquerade in Atlanta, Ga.

Our MySpace page is basically comments telling

"us" to check out their stuff they just uploaded on their page.

BUMPER STICKER SEEN ON THE ROA I hate the Coexist

bumper stickers. They're a joke.

KILL THE DRAMA
LABEL: Dark Moon Entertainment

WHAT WE EAT: Marinated mushroom sandwich. That's right, open a jar of

mushrooms and put it on bread. Suck-ulent.

OUR FIRST TOURING VEHICLE: First vehicle was "Bessie", a motor home from the

mid-'70s. Shag carpeting, tan leather, fake wood everywhere in the interior. Amazingly

sweet really. Just recently though we had to give her up since she was falling apart a

bit.

WHAT WE DO ON THE ROAD: Drink, sleep, eat, write, play Wii... maybe try to get

out to a basketball hoop to get some exercise if we can or a rink to play some pick-up

hockey on rollerblades if we're lucky.

ACTUAL MYSPACE COMMENT: "BEAUTIFUL SENSUAL SPEED."

FUNNIEST/WORST BUMPER STICKER SEEN ON THE ROAD: "NORTH 1,

SOUTH 0 - HALFTIME." CLEVER... BUT REALLY?

Metal Blade Records (metalbladerecords.com)

The worst food I ever ate on the road was some pizza

and an orange in Bakersfield, Calif. The pizza tasted funny and the orange was off

of a tree. That night I suffered from some extreme food poisoning and racked up a

$1 ,600 bill at the hospital.

We picked up a Dodge minivan. That was

fucking genius! The transmission went three-quarters through our first tour.

Dumb, dumb, dumb.

Our album finally coming out.

Hopefully getting over to Europe for the first time. Just touring... and the new

football season. Go Bills!

"Nickels are better than quarters. Quarters has

a long history of drug use and hits his dog. Do you really want a coin that abuses

animals? I am Ralph Nickel, and I approve this message." - The Atlas

Sleep, play guitar, read, Verizon broadband, sleep,

stare at women, call Mike Horn gay and sleep.

GRAY GHOST
LABEL: Copper Lung Records (copperlungrecords.com)

WHAT WE EAT: I'm big on gas station hot dogs, which qualify as best and worst.

WHERE WE LIKE TO PLAY: Mr. Roboto Project in Pittsburgh was really good to us.

This town has an awesome mindset and is very open to some weird stuff.

OUR FIRST TOUR VEHICLE: We had a really old 1 5-passenger van Sky bought for

cheap off of Craigslist. The only problem I remember having with it at first was that

the inside filled with fumes pretty badly so we had to keep the windows down.

ACTUAL MYSPACE COMMENT: "That was the most intense 6 minutes of my life."

BUMPER STICKERS WE'VE SEEN ON THE ROAD: Anything to do with Jesus is

always an instant classic. S

WHILE WINTER PACKS UP, BREAK OUT YOUR IPOD AND OPEN
UP YOUR ITUNES. THESE FOUR BANDS, IFTHEY DON'T DESERVE
A DOWNLOAD, THEY AT LEAST DESERVE A LISTEN OR TWO.
AND HEY, MAYBE EVEN SOME PLAY THIS SPRING.

Cool Hand Luke Photo byRoman Titus I Kill the Drama Photo by Katie Mae I Psyopus Photo byjustina Villanueva IGray Ghost Photo by Reid Haithcock
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:*PIS FOR PANDA m
He's done it. Owner and operator

Chad Eric Pearson of P is for Panda clothing line, has figured out why the

relationship between band and record label has become endangered.

It's not because advances in file sharing and digital albums have forever

altered the way consumers purchase music. It's because record labels are

more concerned with how many friends the band has on MySpace rather

than how well they actually play.

"Panda doesn't care about how many MySpace friends a band has ...

It's all about the music," Pearson declares when contrasting his DIY

company, which recently merged with Hopeless Records, to mainstream

companies in the same line of business. Pearson's advocacy of quality

musicianship, and all things charitable, is only a sample of the differences

between them and everyone else.

P is for Panda has been giving back to independent artists, bands,

filmmakers, writers, and even the local community with charitable ventures

and outreach programs since spring of 2007.

"Some of the artists have chosen charities like Blood Water Mission,

International Youth Initiative, Habitat for Humanity, and Rhode Island Free

Clinic," Pearson says.

'Pandamonium,' a potential annual event sponsored by the company,

supports two larger charities at once.

"We had three bands donate their time and artists displaying their art and

selling it," Pearson explains. Admission was two cans of food per guest that

were donated to The Atlanta Community Food Bank and 10 percent of all

the art sales were donated to the Valentino Achak Deng Foundation.

P is for Panda's partnership with Hopeless Records is merely the start of

Pearson's dreams. Now they have the resources and the relationships they

need to reach out to a wider ranger of people, inspire them to help their

community, and support indie artist, musicians, and charities in various areas.

For more info, go to: pisforpanda.com. X

PASSION BRAND CLOTHING
KNOWS HOWTO MATCH
BY DAVONNEARMSTRONG

Summer music festivals can be a long block of continuous entertainment,

merchandise, and all walks of life meeting and coming together for what makes

the world-go-round.

For Davis Shirkhani, this past summer's Warped Tour served as more than just

a mid-day bash of musical variety, when a means to a charitable opportunity

presented itself for him and his DIY clothing line Passion Brand.

Shirkhani met the band Red Car Wire on 2008's Warped Tour and it

only took a day or so after meeting that Passion Brand proposed to sponsor

them. Together, Passion Brand and Red Car Wire have collaborated to design a

shirt that would bring relief to children suffering with cancer.

"Red Car Wire requested that all the profits from the shirt go to The

Children's Cancer Fund," Shirkhani recalls. "I love doing charity work, I have been

doing it my whole life, so I didn't even think twice and said 'YOU GOT IT .

Passion Brand has always been in the industry of charitable deeds, according

to Shirkhani.

"Passion supports its local shelter for abused woman in the area; it supports

the local SPCA and its shelters; and we have been supporting local cycle

enthusiasts and the charity games and events they host," he says.

The city limits of Newport News, Va. are not at all satisfying for Shirkhani

though. He hopes to get involved with Hot Topic's Rock the Art program.

"I am very gung hoe on this charity, which supports music and arts programs

in schools and communities, as well as help up-and-coming music groups better

establish themselves," he says.

Shirkhani's punk rock line of neon colored skulls and heart shaped cassette

tapes is a step toward his ultimate goal for Passion Brand.

"I don't want to be a gimmick or a phony when it comes to what I represent

and what I believe in," Shirkhani says. "I feel that they are one in the same.

I just want to help people express themselves through fashion, and I hope my

expressions are shared by my clients."

For more info, go to : myspace.com/passionbrandclothing X
Davis ofPassion Brand Clothing

Photo bySarnySmith
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maKe it. if you Don’T put BacK,
You’re just DesTroYinG it

AARON HAMILTON

explains. "Cave 9 is just like a hub. I

don't want to sound presumptuous, but

I feel like it's been crucial and I feel like

we've made a positive impact."

It's the organic transition from

fan to volunteer that Hamilton says

teaches members of the punk rock

and alternative music community that

everything is not just about seeing a

band or being in a band playing for

people. Being part of the punk rock and

alternative music community, especially

in Birmingham, enables people to

accomplish more than anyone would

ever expect with just a little effort.

"I think it's important for people to

learn that," Hamilton says. "Now, I don't

necessarily feel that it's our obligation to

teach people that. But it's our obligation

to actually do that and set an example

and try to help. Your community is what

you make it. If you don't put back, you're

just destroying it."

Ideally, the board of Cave 9 would like

to keep setting that example by adding a

community center onto the venue, along

with classrooms where they could offer

workshops and classes every day of the

week. However, in the nonprofit sector

there's always that question of funding.

"But if we can keep doing what we

are doing now, we'll still be well off."

Hamilton says.

For more info, go to-, www.cavey.org Y

Hamilton recalls of his early efforts

persuading the state government to

grant a nonprofit status. But after two

years of convincing, Cave 9 became the

first all- ages nonprofit music venue in

Birmingham.

While Cave 9 continues to operate

as a venue first, Hamilton and the rest

of the board have been connecting

with area charities, putting on benefit

shows and organizing DIY workshops.

The nonprofit has also partnered with

another Alabama nonprofit, Scroll Works,

which offers free music lessons at the

venue on various weekends.

"Whether it's learning how to screen

print a poster, fix a flat bike tire or three

chords on the guitar, music fans in

Birmingham have been getting involved

in Cave 9's vision," Hamilton says.

"Everybody was very supportive and

volunteered any help they could give

when we first started," he says. "And

as people started discovering Cave 9, it

continued. They would come and see

what we were doing and volunteer their

time as well."

Wess Gregg, 22, is one of those

people who began stopping by the

venue to catch bands he wouldn't be

able to see otherwise and before he

knew it, he was booking shows and

volunteering on a daily basis.

"It gives me an opportunity to go

somewhere I feel comfortable and be

around people I can relate to," Gregg

AARON HAMILTON wasn't

necessarily looking to step into a

community-organizing role when he

and a few friends opened the doors to

the nonprofit music venue Cave 9 in

early 2003.

Then again, Hamilton knew there

weren't many venues - if that - booking

punk, hardcore and metal shows in

Birmingham Ala. He also knew that there

wasn't a single all-ages venue within 200

miles of the city's limits.

So while Hamilton, 33, wasn't

necessarily looking to step into a

community-organizing role, it was

inevitable he would. And with the help

of the city's latest generation of punk

rockers and metal heads Hamilton has

helped solidify and redefine Birmingham's

alternative music community.

As far as Hamilton, a tattoo artist,

can remember the building now baring

the Cave 9 name has, in one form or

another, always been a punk rock

club with local and touring bands

coming through.

But when he and his friends began

running the space as Cave 9, it became

more than a venue for touring and local

bands. It slowly became a space the

burgeoning punk community saw as a

haven. And in time, it became a source

for services and community support,

operating as a nonprofit would.

"Nobody believed what we were was

something that could be nonprofit,"
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CRUSHING DEBUT CD/LP FEATURING MEMBERS OF RACEBANNON

HAWTHORNE STREET RECORDS P.O. BOX 805353 CHICAGO, IL 60680 USA
ALSO NEW: SUICIDE NOTE "EMPTY ROOMS" CD/LP. THE LIFE AND TIMES "THE MAGICIAN" LP
UP NEXT: LORDS/SUICIDE NOTE SPLIT 7". BRAIN BANGER NEW EP. WWW.HAWTHORNESTREETRECORDS.COM

The Bouncing Souls - 20th Anniversary Series: Volume One 7” available in stores on April 21st.

Visit www.Chunksaah.com for more info!

.,1$ >v,

THE BOUNCING SOULS were formed 20 years ago. They put out their own albums on their very
own Chunksaah Records. In a true return to the DIY spirit in which they began, The Bouncing
Souls are self-releasing a NEW SONG on the first of EVERY MONTH of 2009 on Chunksaah!

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS OF...
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IF YOU DRIVE BY THE WIS TAVERN BUILDING

in Chicago, you won't notice anything out of place. The

120-year-old brick building sits comfortable in context with

its neighbors.

It has large ground-floor windows, a legacy of the bar

which operated from this location for 40 years. Through them,

there can be seen an arcade machine, ping-pong table and a

spiky, blue tin robot about the size of a lawn gnome.

But look up and you will notice the only outward sign of the

total reconstruction it has recently undergone-- a set of wind

turbines spins on the roof.

The Wis Tavern Building serves as the offices of indie record

label Smog Veil, as well as the home of its founders, husband

and wife team Frank and Lisa Mauceri. It's also now a radically

unique building that produces half of its energy needs on site.

And it is one of the reasons Smog Veil is at the forefront of

mixing music with environmentalism.

Smog Veil was founded in Cleveland in 1991 by the

Mauceri's, long-time punk rock fans looking to release a few

records by "friends who were in bands without label deals."

Seventy recordings and 1 5 years later, the label had

outgrown its original home in Cleveland. -

v

The decision to relocate to Chicago was made because,

in addition to its music scene, it has a mayor who had just

declared his intention to make blue-collar Chicago the

greenest city in the nation. The Mauceris' had began to

believe the traditional practices of the record industry were

contributing to global warming and felt the move could be the

golden opportunity in fostering a sustainable future.

From top-to-bottom, the house incorporates a laundry list

of eco-friendly features. The roof sports a series of 20 rooftop

solar panels and the striking helix-shaped wind turbines. Down

in the basement a series of 1 5 geothermal wells, fluid filled

tubes extending 60 feet into the earth, work to make heating

and cooling more efficient year around. All together, the

building generates 10,000 kilowatts per year, a full half of the

buildings energy budget.

Although the infrastructure was completely overhauled,

it was done -- whenever possible -- by recycling existing

materials. Greg Gibson of Wilkinson Blender Architecture

served as project manager for the building. He estimates 80

percent of the old materials that were torn out of the Wis

Tavern Building were reused, such as the roof jousts which

were used to build a new interior staircase.

He also makes note of one touch specific to Smog Veil.

The label's old record stock was broken up and used to create

terrazzo flooring.

"It's very cute, and it's something that's very specifically

Frank and Lisa," he says.

Part of living eco-friendly, for the artists, includes the

operations of the label's office, which are located on the first

floor of the Wis Tavern Building

The complete elimination of physical press kits has been just

one of the label's biggest successes.

"We use to send out about 300 press kits, and they'd be

perhaps five pages long. It was quite a hefty package to send

out," recalls Ilka Pardinas, the label's spokesperson.

Instead, Smog Veil now sends out a CD containing all the
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1:: The Wis Tavern Building,

green roof, north

2:: The Wis Tavern Building,

solar panels

3:: The Wis Tavern Building,

living room

Photo by Doug Fogelson

4:: The Wis Tavern Building,

dining room

Photo by Doug Fogelson

5:: The Wis Tavern Building, roof

deck

Photo by Doug Fogelson

6:: The Wis Tavern Building, roof

and wind turbines

Photo by Doug Fogelson



standard press materials in a digital form. In addition to saving a terrific

amount of paper, it saves the label a significant amount of money. It's a

reason why smaller labels like Smog Veil are in a unique position to lead the

way environmentally while reaping benefits for themselves.

"We want to be at the forefront of a large movement" says Pardinas.

"It would be a big coup if larger record labels were to follow our lead

on this."

The label has also worked to eliminate plastic jewel cases from its CDs

in favor of recycled paper digi-packs, printed with soy based inks, which

contain additional materials on the disc on par with paper-insert releases.

These materials are also included with digital downloads, which the

company someday hopes will entirely replace hard goods.

Realizing the opportunities to be greener and serve their customers

through this transition, Smog Veil has not lost its appreciation for a well

designed insert or press kit or album art.

"Frank and Lisa Love collecting albums, they love going to stores and

browsing," Pardinas says. "We certainly don't want to snuff out small

record stores."

Smog Veil hopes their next big conquest as an eco-friendly label will be

finding better ways for bands to tour.

Frank loves the accessibility of the punk movement and nothing is more

important to Smog Veil than working to get artists out in front of the

public. Still, the environmental costs of touring, whether through transport,

use of electricity to run shows, or paper to print flyers, are very real. The

Mauceri's say they'll lobby the clubs where their bands play to purchase

certified carbon offsets, to counter the environmental cost of touring.

Now less than six months after its doors opened, the Wis Tavern Building

is a success on a number of levels.

For more info, go to.- smogveil.com X

smoGveiL recoros
GoinG GreeN
BY MELISSASHARPE

So if those compact fluorescent bulbs

and full loads of laundry don't make you feel

like you are doing enough to stay green, try

these stepped-up but accessible ideas for your

small space:

• Recycle. If your building does not participate in a

recycling program you can call the nearest recycling

center and ask them how to get a program in your

building or dorm. Take the information to whoever is in

charge and you'll be able to recycle without having to

haul your stuff to the center.

• Clean with baking soda, vinegar and lemon instead of

chemical products. Google "recipes for green cleaners

and pick your favorite.

Keep your heat low. If you rock it under 70 degrees

you'll not only save energy, but cash, too.

Get creative about reusing. Think twice before throwing

out any containers or even organize a swap of household

items among neighbors. Every time you buy something

new, fossil fuels were burned to create it.

Every time you paint make sure you use low-VOC

(volatile organic compound) paint. Even the people at

Benjamin Moore are in on it and make a healthy paint

that is affordable.

Even if you are short on space you can fit an Envirocycle

Composter in your life, or on an apartment balcony. This

composter is a little costly at $140, but it's only 20 inches

by 25 inches and features the easy to turn drum handle

so you don't have to flip the compost or anything.

If you have a little grass, take the time to section that

baby off using the square foot gardening method.

(www.squarefootgardening.com). You can grow a ton

of vegetables in very little space and feed yourself for

the whole season.
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in stock, and having a relevant distributed titles section," the

quite deceptive.

Known worldwide as one of the biggest labels in

underground hardcore and metal, Deathwish has an ever-

growing roster of touring bands, a dedicated global following

and a distinct trademark image. One would never know that

behind the veil sits a tight-knit group of no more than nine

dedicated individuals.

"These days, I get the impression that people feel that we
are a much larger label than we are," says label co-founder

and Converge vocalist Jake Bannon.

Alongside longtime friend Tre McCarthy, Bannon started

Deathwish Inc. in 2000 in an attempt to create a label that

looks at bands as friends and not commodities.

As Bannon describes, the independent label model that he

and McCarthy were faced with in the late '90s was one they

wanted to steer away from.

"The model that was out there for hardcore, punk and

metal wasn't working for either of us/' Bannon says. "It

seemed to have more in common with a major label model

than the supportive and friendly environment that we enjoyed

in our own smaller label efforts."

Bannon says that splitting profits 50/50 between artists and

the label after release expenses helps the label and bands alike.

"It makes us as a business work harder, and in turn, it

makes our affiliated artists work harder to reap any rewards,"

Bannon says. "It also makes the expense of releasing music

very real to everyone involved. It's not an easy road for

any of us and no one is getting wealthy from it. It's about

simultaneously respecting and appreciating those that

empower you to be what you are, from our perspective and

the artists. It's just about the love of making and promoting art

and music."

With CD sales continuing to drop and digital download

sales rising, the only way for an independent label such as

Deathwish to exist is to adapt and allow itself to be malleable.

"We have realized that CD sales are down and rather

than dumping a ton of money into distribution, we focus on

expanding our E-store, having relevant merch and keeping it

label's publicist Nicole Hollis-Vitale explains. "We still focus a *

lot of attention on vinyl, as that is a medium that will never

die - I'm convinced."

Included inside every beautifully packaged Deathwish vinyl

release is a digital download card, allowing quick access to the

album's music in mp3 form. By doing this, the Deathwish camp

can hopefully deter some away from illegally downloading

their albums.

"It's just a service that is necessary in this day and age,"

says Hollis-Vitale.

Over the past nine years, Deathwish has unleashed upon

the world more than 1 50 releases. From the melodic, yet

crushing, sounds of Killing the Dream to hip-hop influenced

hardcore band Cold World, the music has struck a nerve with

thousands worldwide.

"The most insane one is this guy that has Deathwish

tattooed on his hand," says Hollis-Vitale. "He wrote us a

message on MySpace and just said that the music Deathwish

releases and the overall vibe of the label helped him through

some tough times, and really... that is awesome."

But what is it that makes Deathwish stand out in an

oversaturated sea of independent labels and artists?

"We view Deathwish as a brand not just a record label,"

Bannon says. "Approaching things as only a record label is self

destructive."

One look at Deathwish's E-Store and this approach is very

obvious. Dozens of beautifully designed t-shirts, hoodies,

stickers and patches bare the Deathwish name, emblazoned in

its signature old English font. But it's the music that takes front

seat. Without that, everything is meaningless.

"Along with the artists we work for we try to create the

albums that we would want to purchase ourselves," Bannon

says. "We present our releases in an educated way for what

they are to us as listeners. It's not about 'who' a band is

influenced by for us, it's about what the artists and releases are

at the very core."

For more info ,
go to-, deathwishinc.com
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I: BEING IN A BAND IS A FULL-TIME JOB, but for

a number of musicians immersed in the recording process, it's

more than just a career - it's a lifestyle.

These artists own and operate recording studios where they

work with their own bands to oversee every step of the creative

process, and make sure that the end result is something that

captures the pure sound and true intentions of the group. But

while some have blown up beyond their own backyards, many

still strive to embrace an ethic which embodies the heart and

II: ACCIDENTAL IMMERSION
Happenstance is said to be the No.1 culprit when it comes

to kick-starting a career in recording, as many artists found

themselves absorbed in the trade by mistake.

Bill Stevenson knows what it's like to stumble into the

recording realm. Stevenson, who played in such influential

punk bands as Black Flag, the Descendents and All, attributes

his career in recording to the simple fact that he was always

fascinated by the idea and interplay of noise and silence.

soul of the DIY movement.

It's early October and Christopher Walla is somewhere in the

middle of Connecticut enjoying his downtime after playing a

show in Boston the night before. It has been a whirlwind year

for the guitarist of indie-pop band Death Cab for Cutie, which

buoyed back |nd forth between the United States and Europe

several times throughout the year. This erratic touring schedule

rarely gives Walla breathing time to concentrate on another,

more intimate passion. But eventually he'll have a break from

the road, and time to focus on additional projects. Not only is

Walla, 32, a member of one of the more successful acts this

decade, but he also owns and operates his own recording

studio, Hall of Justice, located in Portland, Ore.

Walla isn't the only musician producing tracks with his own

hands. Bandmate Jason McGerr runs his own studio, Two Sticks

Audio, headquartered in Seattle. And scattered all across the

country are studios run by people who arguably understand

music best - the artists themselves. Rather than run the risk of

allowing clueless producers with major money-backings to take

control of their albums, these independent sound engineers

exist for the purpose of personalizing the music experience.

And their dedication to the craft is what creates a demand for

their work, as other bands are drawn to these blue-collar, well-

intentioned artists whose primary motivation is capturing the

essence of sound.

"My ears would always perk up if I heard a record that

was interesting," he says. "I quickly found myself interested

in sound."

But how Stevenson wound up in the engineer's seat was

entirely accidental. While recording an album with one of his

groups, the band's engineer got so drunk at one point that he

passed out. Without skipping a beat, Stevenson stepped in and

took over.

"That's kinda how I started," he recalls with a laugh.

"I happened to be in the wrong place at the right time."

McGerr's interest evolved from the massive amounts of

downtime on Death Cab tours. While nights are consumed by

performances, band members will sometimes have half a

day with nothing to do. It was during this free time on the road

that he began tooling around with recording applications on

his computer.

"It sort of replaced video games for me," McGerr says of one

pastime taking the place of another.

Another musician who happened upon recording is T.J. Lipple

of indie-rock band Aloha. Lipple primarily drew inspiration from

albums like Down byJesus Lizard, . . .Sweetheart by Jawbox, Pony-

Express Record by Shudder to Think, Red Medicine by Fugazi and

more.

"All these records were fantastic sounding [and] released

around the same time and made me want to record." Lipple



says. "At first, it was probably just the fun

and creativity of it. I never thought of it as

a career."

Ill: NO DEGREE NECESSARY
Lipple set his recording career in motion in

high school when he found a Vestax MR 40

cassette 4-track in his friend's closet, a tool

fondly called "Mister Forty." For the next eight

or so years, he experimented with recording

and developed it from an interest into a

passion. In 2001, while recording with a band,

Lipple asked Don Zientara of Inner Ear Studio

if going to recording school was a worthwhile

venture.

"He asked what my goal was. Was it to

run a studio and record local bands?" Lipple

recalls. "[He told me to] use the money that

would go to tuition, buy equipment and start

recording those bands. Nobody I know who
does it professionally went to school."

Walla's career as an engineer began

similarly, when he started recording bands in

his friends' basements.

"It [was] kind of this big chemistry

experiment," he explains. That interest

evolved even more when he enrolled in

community college at the age of 20 and took

music classes.

"I failed all my recording classes," Walla

acknowledges, but admits the program wasn't

equipped to teach as many students as were

enrolled. In fact, the most beneficial aspect

of going to recording school didn't have

anything to do with recording, but rather

the background in music theory he gained -

something he refers to as crucial in his work as

a musician and engineer today.

Ryan Massey of Bay Area punk outfit

American Steel also cites playing around with

sound as the gateway to a career in it. While

attending high school in the early '90s, he set

to work experimenting with a 4-track, and

later an 8-track reel-to-reel. To fine-tune his

interest, Massey took a couple classes at a

community college, read books and perused

the Internet. He considered recording school

but the outrageous costs didn't seem worth

it. Instead, Massey is self-taught. And after

working at various little outfits, Massey wound
up at Sharkbite Studios in Oakland, Calif., a

business he now owns and manages.

IV: MORE PASSION THAN HOBBY
"There isn't a whole lot of money in

recording," Massey shares. But these guys

don't do recording for the money - they do it

for the simple fact that it's what drives them.

"Death Cab for Cutie is the thing that pays

my bills," Walla says. "It allows me to work

on whatever I am passionate about, regardless

of budget. This whole crazy sort of thing that

we've been doing now for so many years has

been just me following my nose. There hasn't

been a lot of willful or conscious intervention

on my part. I just do stuff that seems to make

sense and it seems to keep working out."

Stevenson's own center of operations,

Blasting Room Studios, was built in 1994

when the members of the Descendents and

All came into a "good deal of money" as the

result of the latter being picked up and signed

by Interscope. While the members set out

with the intention to record their own music,

Stevenson says it soon became clear that other

bands wanted to record there as well, and

has since worked with a roster of some of the

largest names in modern punk music.

His main objective is "to take something that

was crude and unrefined and riddled with

problems, and then turn that into something

the musicians can be proud of."

And through it all, Stevenson never loses

sight of what it's truly all about.

"I just remember how scary it was," he

says, referring to being young and pouring all

of his money and effort into making that first

recording. "I remember what that feels like."

V: A CRITICAL EAR
Stevenson's work with aspiring musicians

is something he absolutely loves. "I help

them realize their foggy vision of a rewarding

dream," he says of his job. "When I'm

working on a band that's not my own, I'm

able to be really objective about it."

But it is the act of recording his own music

that presents problems.

Bill Stevenson ofBlastingBoom Studios I Photo byJordana Sturaro TJ Lipple ofInner Ear Studio I Photo by Rebecca Reed

II:THE BLASTINGBOOM



"I have to prove beyond reasonable doubt that this is worth

pursuing... [And] there's a tradeoff," he explains. "There's never a

perfect situation in terms of presentation and production. You're

either missing all the great details or you're missing the whole point

of the thing. [But] there's always something that gets lost."

When not working on Death Cab material, Walla also functions

as a solo artist, having released one album under his name and a

demo as Martin Youth Auxiliary. He cites the process of recording

his solo album as giving him perspective to help keep him

grounded.

"It was really not the sort of experience I was expecting it to

be," Walla says. "It was really valuable for me as a producer. I've

always recorded myself and I've always been in control of the literal

physical machinery that makes this whole thing possible. And to

give up that control for somebody else was really remarkable and

really strange and didn't really sit all that well with me in a lot of

instances."

But giving up that control only serves to make Walla more

flexible. While he focuses on the overall sound, the focal point of

Two Sticks Audio is its emphasis on McGerr's instrument, drums.

He designed the studio and drum room to his own specs, so that

the acoustics and space were exactly as he wanted.

"To me, it's the most difficult instrumentJo record. It takes

the most amounts of microphones, time, mixing and tracks...

I definitely took some ownership on that sense," he confesses.

"[But] I'm just proud to have been able to create a space that

everyone felt comfortable working in."

And in the end, that's what it all boils down to for these artists

and their bands, and the bands they record. It's all about the

realization of music, the give-and-take, the cooperation and the

compromise and the community that make an album happen.

"It's really great to have a place that I can go and do my work

and be surrounded by creative people," McGerr says. "Anyone

who's a musician who invests their money back into supporting the

music community is doing the right thing. "j

"The more personally connected I am to it the less I am able

to make rational decisions," Stevenson admits. It is this natural

inclination to be in control that needs to constantly be kept

in check. He emphasizes the importance, and necessity, of all

engineers in bands to force the ego into the backseat.

Massey shares the same sentiments. In working with his bands,

American Steel and Communique, Massey's goal has always been

to "make it sound like we sound."

"[It] can be real rewarding and also one of my biggest

frustrations," he says, speaking directly to the dichotomy between

identifying a vision and realizing it.

However, taking ownership of the music can be a positive thing

if properly approached.

"I don't really believe in objectivity," Lipple says. "If you're

involved, you're connected emotionally on some level... making a

record is arranging sound to evoke emotion."

But the challenge comes when members in the same band have

separate visions for an album. Walla records, produces and mixes

all of his band's records, a process which he admits was initially

challenging to take on.

"It's really difficult... when we first got started, the band was

really the only thing we had," Walla says. "It's really the thing

that we were super, super passionate about... it's a hefty sort of

commitment and it makes everybody's emotions run a little hotter.'

He admits his role of recording created a conflict of interest

between himself and the other band members on early records.

"Everybody takes everything that they contribute to the band

very, very seriously," Walla says. "Certainly when we were 21 and

22, it was really hard for us to communicate with one another and

it was really hard to separate constructive criticism from personal

attack. It took us a good solid three or four years to get through

that sort of stuff.

"

Although Walla has definitely grown since he began recording,

he still encounters challenges along the way, namely the

complications of remaining objective while making sure to realize

the vision is that of the band as a whole - not his own.

1

1

|
of Two SticksAudio. Photo byJackson Long

.UDIO

Jason McGerr iRyan Massey ofShark Bite Studios. Photo by Rebecca Reed

V: TWO STICKS
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Blondie's Debbie Harry and Nigel Harrison meet Toronto's B Girls backstage at the Whisky
A Go Go, 1979. Rodney Bingenheimer of KROQ and super groupie Sabel Starr also pictured.

Joan Jett and Billy Idol at a party thrown by Pleasant Gehman.
Brad Dunning, The Germs original Gun Club drummer, is on far left





A memorial to Sid Vicious by Stiv Bators on a

billboard for Warren Beatty's "Heaven Can Wait.
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Some purists cried foul, but the gambit

paid off - there they were, three brothers and

their cousin, filling the biggest venues a rock

band can play. The band's metamorphosis

was completed with last year's release Only By

the Night, meshing southern drawls and Dixie

grooves with chiming guitars and larger-than-

life production.

Maybe rock's not dead. Maybe it's still

evolving. But Kings of Leon are proving that

you can't go forward without looking back

a little. "Onlyfor the Night" may be covered

with fuzzed-out bass lines and effects-laden

guitars, but underneath the sheen is a healthy

dose of crunchy old-school muscle and the

kind of passionate singing that hipster cool

and irony could never replicate.

It's arena rock in classic, sprawling fashion

while still being MP3 friendly. Kings of Leon

have hit upon a particularly potent formula,

crossing today's modern sounds with the

freewheeling spirit of rock n' roll past.

Meet the new boss. Same as the old boss?

Maybe a little.

Catching up with rock's biggest stars is

no easy feat. But after a few star-crossed

appointments, Wonka Vision finally gets on

the phone with bassist Jared Followill as the

band is making their way through Los Angeles

International Airport. The timing couldn't be

better - it's the day after the 2009 Grammy

Awards, where Kings of Leon took home the

award for "Best Rock Performance by a Duo
or Group With Vocals" for their single "Sex

on Fire."

Followill's dazed radiance is unmistakable,

even through a cell phone connection

spanning an entire continent.

"I can't even think about the Grammy
thing yet," he offers. "I kind of shut down
when things like this happen... I'm gonna

have to think about it for a while."

It turns out his reaction is similar to when
the band headlined Madison Square Garden

for the first time. The band was completely

aware of what the gig meant.

"It was amazing. Playing a place with that

much history is a huge milestone for our band.

Everybody we love has played there at one

point or another," says Followill.

"I barely said anything at all that day,"

he recalls. "I just shut down and

concentrated." The nerves, he said, hit about

20 minutes before the show: "We were ready

to go out, and we knew what we were about

to do would be life changing. It could be

the only time we got to do it, and we had to

make it a memorable night."

The houselights dimmed, and he took the

stage to the sound of 50,000 roaring fans.

"It felt natural, weirdly," he says. Now,

he's even more comfortable with the notion.

"Hopefully we'll play there a lot," he laughs.

"The dressing rooms are a lot nicer than most

of the other places we've played."

FROM REVIVALS TO ROCK MUSIC
None of this was ever really in the plan.

As children, brothers Caleb, Nathan and

Jared Followill traveled with their parents

throughout the South. Their father, a preacher,

the boys' childhood was filled with tent

revivals and almost no exposure to secular

rock 'n' roll.

"It made us weird people," says Followill

now, "and weird people seem to make the

best music."

The rules loosened as the kids got older,

and the Followills slowly became acclimated

to pop music before discovering indie rock.

"I don't think I listened to cool music

till I was 14," says Followill. "I listened to

normal stuff, a lot of stuff on the radio.

[My cousin] Matthew and I were huge Third

Eye Blind fans."

With music becoming a big part of

their lives, Followill and his brothers slowly

discovered artists beyond the Top 40. Pete

Yorn and Grandaddy albums made their way

into the mix as the Internet and classmates

helped to broaden their horizons.

Then a friend at school burned Followill a

copy of SujferRosa by The Pixies.



"That changed it all," he says, and the

seminal band became a strong influence when

Kings of Leon formed a year or so later.

With Followill playing bass, Caleb singing,

and Nathan and their cousin Matthew on

guitars, Kings of Leon began combining that

jagged indie rock with the music they were

hearing on the radio.

"The poppy stuff influences our melodies,"

Followill explains, "but we never try to

necessarily emulate it."

In fact, they weren't trying to copy

anything. They were teenagers having fun;

industry awards and sold-out stadium shows

weren't even on the radar.

"It's not that we didn't want to reach this

level, but that stuff just wasn't on the list,"

says Followill. "We had no real plans ... we

didn't know what was going to happen."

PUTTING SONGWRITING
BEFORE STYLE

It's no easy feat for a band to overhaul

their sound in a just a few years without

sounding forced, alienating fans or being

wopportunistic trend-followers in the process.

Followill acknowledges the shift, saying it

wasn't a business move and ideologically really

wasn't as big a change as it sounds on record.

"We didn't want to be an underground

band forever, so we started going about

things differently." says Followill. However, the

differences had more to do with recording the

music than it did with the songs themselves.

When King of Leon first began to break in

2003, garage rock was all the rage. The quick

blasts of stripped-down rock of their first EP

and album fit right in, even earning the band

their nickname "The Southern Strokes."

The craze started to die down mid-decade,

and the Followills had no trouble jettisoning

the lo-fi production and purist approach to

rock that brought them their initial fame: "We

didn't want to make shitty, dumbed-down

records just to be cool."

As the band became better musicians and

wrote better parts, they started to feel boxed

in by the limitations of making purposely

shoddy records.

"Those first records didn't really do the

songs justice," says Followill. "There were

so many things going on that you just

couldn't hear."

They started looking to some of their

favorite artists, and how they recorded.

"We thought about the classics, like Led

Zeppelin - they didn't dumb down their

production, he says. "They used the best

technology at the time to make the best

records possible."

Kings of Leon started working with

producers that knew how to make their

sound bigger and clearer. In the process, says

Followill, the band may have changed the way

they made their records, but really, it was just

the mechanics of them.

"For the first two records we all recorded in

the same room, live. If one of us messed up,

we'd all have to stop and start over again,"

he recalls, "We still play live and try to do as

much of it together as we can. But the amps

are separated, so if someone messes up we

can keep going. We're not opposed to doing

it track by track, but playing together always

works best for us."

Working with a safety net gave them some

more freedom, but they didn't overindulge or

let it dictate the songs they wrote.

"Except for some of Matthew's harmonics,

we all play the same way we always have,"

explains Followill. "The songs just sound

bigger. The first records would have sounded

the same as Because ofthe Times or Only By

The Night if we recorded this way, too."

There's little in the way of steadfast rules,

save for their commitment to making the

best record possible. But one thing that

keeps them grounded is how the songs will

sound live.

"We never want to need a fifth member, or

someone playing keyboards off to the side,"

says Followill.

Recording in this frame of mind has kept

their releases from becoming bloated or

the live show sounding hollow. With the

exception of the occasional pre-recorded

pad for ambience, in concert everything the

audience hears comes from the four Followills.

PLAYIN' IN A FAMILY BAND
Beneath the rock star glamour surrounding

Kings of Leon is still a tight knit family. A quick

look at the home videos on the band's website

proves it. There's not much in the way of

backstage shenanigans, tour bus hedonism or

chemically-induced mania.

"The rock n roll lifestyle is there if you

want it," says Followill, but it's not really what

interests the guys.

Instead, their antics include things like

playing wall-ball until their producer comes

out and yells at them for messing around

instead of recording, pulling crawfish out of a

crick and cooking them up, or playing guitars

around a campfire as their uncle sings along.

It's a cozy, intimate relationship, even if it's

not always perfect.

"Things go in waves, we all have mood

swings and we all get on each other's nerves

sometimes," he says. Over the years, the

band has learned how to cope with sibling

rivalry and the occasionally flaring tempers on

the road. "I think I have a good gauge now of

when people are going to be bitchy."

He's found that taking nights off by himself

breaks the monotony and makes it more fun

when he does meet up with everyone.

"The main thing is not to go out and drink

with everyone every night when we're on

tour," Followill says. "That way, when I do go

out, the attitude is 'Hey, Jared's coming out

tonight' and it makes it more eventful."

The ties go even further than the band

itself. The crew is peppered with family

members. "Big Jarrod," an ex-Navy Seal

and their cousin-in-law, handles security

for the band on their American tour dates.

Their guitar tech and roadie, affectionately

nicknamed Nacho, is another cousin.

"He was always our biggest fan," Followill

says of Nacho, "When it came time to tour,

we told him to come on the road with us."

COMING HOME
With their busy schedule, the band is off

somewhere recording or touring more often

than not.

"We'll be on the road for a month, month

and a half at a time. We usually don't make

it home too much, except maybe for National

Championship [football] games," says

Followill.

It's a little different whenever they do

they get a break. "Every time we go back

home, it feels like we've gotten a little further

in terms of fame. It's cool, I don't mind

being recognized, it gets you a little more

respect, and it's a little easier to get dinner

reservations."

The band does miss seeing their

extended family.

"Every year, there's a big family Christmas,

but we can't always make it. Sometimes it's

literally two or three years before we get

to see everyone," he says. And while they

enjoy catching up, it can be a little strange.

"Everyone is blown away. It feels different

because we were so much younger when we

started out, and we used to see each other all

the time."

Ultimately, Followill says, it still feels like

home, but even if things are not quite the

same. "Our family's not really star struck

or weird about things, but sometimes they

go out of their way to not make us feel

uncomfortable."

It's tough to say just what effect this all has

on the band. When it comes to music, says

Followill, "It's the only thing I've ever known."

LOOKING FORWARD
So what's next for one the biggest bands

out there right now? A stripped down, back-

to-basics album? Another record that pushes

sonic boundaries? A double-disc rock opera?

"It's tough to say," admits Followill.

"We're not too good at planning ahead." But

whatever they do, he says, they'll do it the

same way they always have.

"Making a great record starts with great

songs. We're not going to try and write hits,

but hopefully they'll be good enough and we

don't bomb," Followill says. "Ultimately, we

want to bring some of the mainstream in, and

then pull it toward the middle."

Special thanks to Alex Murphyfor

additional reporting.

For more info, go to: kingsofleon.com X
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IT'S WHERE THE DILLINGER FOUR DOESN'T NEED TO BE, SINCE THEY HAVE FOUND "IT" ELSEWHERE; WHERE OFF WITH

THEIR HEADS HOPES ISN'T TOO FAR OFF ON THE HORIZON; WHERE GAS LIGHT ANTHEM MAY BE ON ITS WAY TOWARD
AND WHERE THE BOUNCING SOULS SEEMS TO HAVE BEEN BEFORE DECIDING ON A DIFFERENT DESTINATION.

BUT "IT" IS IMOT A ROCK STAR.
"THAT'S A LIFESTYLE THAT DOESN'T PARALLEL ANYTHING IN REAL AMERICAN LIFE AT ALL/' BRIAN FALLON OF THE

GASLIGHT ANTHEM STATES IN FRUSTRATION. "IT'S LIKE THE AMERICAN DREAM, BUT INJECTED WITH CANCER.

THE REASON WHY YOUNGER PEOPLE IDOLIZE ROCK STARS IS BECAUSE THEY ALL WANT TO BE FAMOUS."

When historians study America at the end

of the Millennium's first decade, they will

shrug their shoulders at pop culture's strange

obsession with the "rock star." This theme

could be seen everywhere in 2008, especially

in youth culture.

From folders and notebooks bought by

teenagers during Back to School season to

tee-shirts sold by retailers ranging from Wal-

Mart to Macy's, everything seems decked with

Gibson guitars, microphones, Marshall half

stacks, and headphones—the tools of the rock

'n' roll trade, or so designers are told.

It's a trend that seemed to blossom with

the release of Guitar Hero and its successor

Rock Star, which Inspired legions of bored

teenagers to see music as a game that's

surprisingly easy to master.

Then there's Camp Rock, a Disney Channel

Original Movie about a summer camp for

aspiring rock stars starring the Jonas Brothers,

and Hannah Montana, where a teenage pop

singer (played by Miley Cyrus) struggles to

live the life of a regular girl. Tweens across

the country live vicariously through their safe

rebellion and identify with their struggles,

which are typical to teens and probably real

rock stars. Needless to say, it's very "cool" to

be a rock star right now.

But what's new? Since the Sixties, the

rock star archetype has involved a lifestyle

of relentless and regretless sex and drugs, a

trendsetting sense of style, wealth, influence,

and that romantic, rebellious dream of living

day-to-day, city-to-city. And all one needs to

start such a carefree and fun life, it seems, is a

guitar and an ego.

But this isn't the reality of rock 'n' roll.

For most musicians, this legendary "rock star"

lifestyle is an unreachable (or unappetizing)

myth. Perhaps it's a reality for one half of one

percent of all musicians; certainly, though,

the rest struggle to make ends meet.

Many musicians sacrifice family, friends,

and the comfort of a "normal life" to

follow their hearts.

To be a musician is to be considered "blue-

collar" by default. Band members have to

bust their asses between tours, taking temp

positions as painters, roofers and carpenters,

waiting tables or working at bars, if the band

hopes to finance its next trip to the studio or

another tour.

One thing is for sure: the band will be

working, and hard—usually too many hours

for not enough money. And there are no

benefits besides the intrinsic satisfaction that

they are following their passion—music—and

trying to make a modest career out of it.

I. THE BOUNCING SOULS
When Greg Attonito began singing in his

best friends' band, he secretly hoped that

music could become his career.

Attonito and his two friends were only

teenagers at the time and didn't understand

how hard it would be, how long it would take,

and how much it would cost to rise to that

"rock star" status. By the time they found a

drummer and started writing songs seriously,

Attonito and his friends were committed to

making music together - even if they had to

sacrifice the sort of secure and stable life that

the others around them seemed so desperate

to acquire.

His band found success shortly after,

but only by working hard.

"When we started out, we put out our own

records, toured, and made a living

off of it," Attonito recalls. "That

was our living; that was our main

employment. And that's why

you could call us a hard

working-class band."

Attonito uses the word was

—

past tense—on purpose.

For 20 years, his band the

Bouncing Souls has been a staple of

punk-rock. Their style and sound, in

fact, epitomizes the genre's frenzied,

focused energy—an energy that most

bands can only mimic. Attonito's

lyrics are punk-rock poetry and

touch on themes like the power of

music (and music scene), the power

of home (and the homebodies that

make it up), the power of love (and

holding onto that special him or

her)—trademarks of a style he

helped construct.

But now he's tired. And, as he

occasionally sucks at a cigarette, he

speaks slowly and fondly from the

perspective of a person who has been there

and done that. He tells stories, each explaining

(in its own indirect way) how and why being in

a band cannot be a person's sole occupation

and why the Bouncing Souls hope to limit

the time they spend on tour.

"You can only tour so much," Attonito

says. "When I was a kid in the late-'80s and

early-'90s seeing shows, I'd see a band and

I didn't know if I would ever see them again.

That made for a really exciting show a lot

of times.

"But it struck me one time when we were

playing in Long Island. Someone came up to

me and said, 'I'm so glad you're back! I didn't

think I'd make it to see you again. I haven't

seen you \nfive months!' It wasn't an event

anymore; it should be an event and we all

agreed on that."

The Bouncing Souls were really getting

into a worn groove, but Attonito knew they

had to break out of those grooves as human

beings to see their lives and things anew. It

just wasn't paying off in any way, especially

financially, and not even emotionally for

the band.

It's perhaps for this reason that the

Bouncing Souls are trying something new in

2009. Every month, the band will digitally

release a new song through Chunksaah

Records, the DIY label that the band created as

a means of releasing records five years before

they signed to Epitaph. Every three months,

three songs (along with a bonus track) will be

pressed into a vinyl 7". By the end of the year,

then, 16 total tracks will be released—the

equivalent of a full-length record—on four

collectable 7" singles instead of one CD.

"We've done the crap out of everything

else," Attonito explains. "Why do we want

to do another punk-inspired CD, another set

songs about the same subject matter we've

been hitting on for years? Does anyone care?

Those were the questions we asked ourselves.

Everything about this is different, which makes

it interesting for everyone involved.
"

The Bouncing Souls released "Gasoline" in

January, the first from their song-of-the-month

series. Produced by Ted Hutt, the song almost

feels foreign; in comparison to straight-ahead,

high-intensity songs like "Private Radio" from

WE’VE TRIED TO MAKE
OURSELVESAWORKING

RAND THAT PAYS OUR RILLS

100 PERCENT. I KNOWTHERE
ARE OTHER RANDS THAT

WORK OTHERJORS TOO, RUT
WE’VEALWAYS HAD JUST

ENOUGH, IT SEEMS, WHILE
STILL DOINGWHATWEWANT
TO DOAND REINGARLETO

MAINTAIN OUR LIFESTYLES.
- GregAttonito, Bouncing Souls



making as much and spending more time

and money than we should.

"The business end of making a band

actually work as a full-time job is hard," he

continues. "That's what we have tried to do.

We've tried to make ourselves a working band

that pays our bills 100 percent. I know there

are other bands that work other jobs too, but

we've always had just enough, it seems, while

still doing what we want to do and being able

to maintain our lifestyles."

But that's not to say that the Bouncing

Souls doesn't still do odd jobs to make extra

money. "Everyone has had different jobs

here and there," Attonito reveals, "but never

steady jobs. Brian does computer graphic

artwork occasionally. I've done all kinds of

things, like painting houses. Michael keeps a

pretty steady job and his boss allows him to

leave; he paints houses as well."

It just doesn't seem merely coincidental that

vocalist Ryan Young (and the other members
of Off With Their Heads) does the same sort of

blue-collar work that Attonito and McDermott

do when they're not on the road. "It's those

jobs in particular," he admits, "that musicians

gravitate to because they're isolated jobs you

can do for a week until a job's done."

But there's something about these

statements that seem revealing. Here's a

musician who's felt the road beneath his

feet for twenty years, whose band has

released seven studio albums (and several 7"

singles, splits, and EPs), who leads a band

that many would consider "legendary" from

a punk rock point-of-view. Yet, it seems that

Attonito and his Bouncing Souls still haven't

"made it," still haven't found that way to

turn music a comfortable income. It begs the

question, "Can a musician make a career out

of music?"

"I know musicians that have had some

big hits and it really supplements their income

nicely," Attonito explains. "They work when
they can, but they've hit the pay dirt. The

Bouncing Souls have not had this success,

continued onpg. 52

Bouncing Souls in New York City

2001 's How I Spent MySummer Vacation and

"The Gold Song" from 2006's The GoldAlbum.

"Gasoline" feels more pensive, more private,

and maybe even more pessimistic.

The guitars don't growl in "Gasoline". They

don't snarl or sneer; they aren't too dirty or

too juicy. Instead, each of Pete Steinkopf's

chords is full and lush. Bryan Kienlen's bass

pours a punchy, concrete bottom, punctuating

each of Michael McDermott's rich, deliberate

drum hits. All of this provides Attonito with a

firm foundation that allows his usual urgent

yelp to sound stronger, more sincere, and

more meaningful.

In the chorus, he cries, "Sedate me with

anything / so I don't have to live with me. /

Tell me, tell me that I'm free. / Kill me with

everything / till there's nothing left of me. /

Tell me, tell me that I'm free. / Give me
some gasoline."

"As soon as I wrote those words over the

summer," he explains, "I was like, 'This is

something I've always wanted to express.' It

was some sort of dark, indulgent side that I

feel in myself and I also see in the world. It's

about that element of laziness in our selves

and disconnectedness from our humanity. I

include myself in this entirely, which is why I

use T in the song."

But this song isn't Attonito's song and the

lyrics aren't solely his.

"Everybody in the Bouncing Souls is in

on the process lyrically and musically," he

shares. "That's something that gets missed

in the whole mix. Everyone has an emotional

investment in our song. We knew at age 17

or 1 8 that we all had to have that emotional

connection to the music to make it work."

If this is one reason that the Bouncing

Souls has continued 20 years, another is

because the band knows what's best for their

"business side."

"We know what works for us," Attonito

says. "We take 20 years of experience and

use that to help us make decisions. That's why
we trimmed back on our touring. We weren't

Illustration by Danny Martin

CHESTERFIELD:
FINDING SUCCESS
AFTER TRAGEDY
BY BRIAN FANELLI

It would have been easy for the guys in

Chesterfield, a power-punk trio based out

of Oregon, to call it quits after losing a core

member to a fatal plane crash. Instead,

the band members decided to recruit a

new guitarist/vocalist, relocate to a larger

scene and honor their friend's memory by

continuing to make music.

After losing 22-year-old Jason McDill in

1999, bassist/vocalist T.J. Ayres and drummer
Shane Vargas decided to recruit Jesse Belcher,

a longtime friend, and move from their sleepy

hometown of Newcastle, Wyo. to Oregon.

The move paid off. Chesterfield eventually

signed with Mental Records, which released

the band's debut album, Death Grip, in 2008.

The album is filled with punchy pop-punk

hooks reminiscent of Face to Face, Strung

Out, Lagwagon and other 1990's-era punk

rock. But Death Grip also has some blazing,

technical guitar riffs, especially at the end of

the track "Sunrise."

Besides playing plenty of West Coast

shows and writing new material, the band is

also filming episodes for a show entitled The

Dickweeds. set to premiere online this winter

at thedickweeds.com. The show is loosely

based on the lives of the band members,

according to Belcher.

"It's not exactly the way we are, but it's

relatively close," says Belcher. "It's a parody

of our current situation and the way we are as

people. It's a mix between the stories we told

our record label and our record label distorting

them and running with."

The band's debut album, hectic tour

schedule and online show certainly prove that

it was worth it for the members to press on

after losing McDill, whose dreams the band

feels to have reached.

"He [McDill] really wanted to make it and

move on to the things we're doing now," says

Vargas. "We wanted to get out there and

do the things he wanted to do. Now we're

actually doing it."

For more info, go to:

myspace.com/chesterfieldnation. X



A TOUR CHRONOLOGY
OF THE BOUNCING SOULS
BY DANE ERBACH

Of all musical groups, the Bouncing Souls'

singer Greg Attonito likens his band most to

Iron Maiden.

Musically, the sludgy gallop and shimmering

vocals that made Maiden famous in the '80s

may have very little in common with the Souls'

aggressive and eager energy. Still, Attonito

senses a strange kinship between these bands.

"They're a working band," he says. "They

haven't had any big hit, but they're still out
(

there making a living with their music."

Attonito considers his Bouncing Souls a

"working band" too and, having spent much

of their 20-year tenure on the road, their tour

chronology tells an interesting story.

Beginning as fledgling bands often do, the

Bouncing Souls—still high schoolers—played

only a few shows during their first year.

Somewhere in 1994, though, the band

mustered the ambition to book about 100

shows a year. It was during this time that the

Souls tightened their sound and their set.

"We had been playing the same set on the

road for a year and a half," Attonito shares.

"They were all the songs we had. One day,

we just walked into the studio after touring

and played them." Those recordings became

1996's Maniacal Laughter, their second full-

length release and an album that seemed to

fling the Bouncing Souls even further; that

year, the band doubled their touring schedule.

They may be slowing down slightly as they

approach this admirable 20-year anniversary,

but the Bouncing Souls have earned a break

and their reputation as one of punk rock's

hardest working bands. X
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1989 :: Band practice. Photo byJana B Crawford.

1992 :: 174 miles.

1992 :: Bryan Greg. Photo byJana B Crawford.

1992 :: First Show Flyer EVER

1993 :: Photo byJustin Borucki.

1994 :: 7-Seconds Tour

1994 :: Handy Street. Photo byJana B Crawford.

1994 :: Ticket Stub

1995 :: Pete. Photo byJana B Crawford.

1995 :: Goops Tour 2 . Photo byJana B Crawford.

1996 :: Continental.

2004 :: 1st time in New Zealand.

2006 :: On tour with The Draft, Brighton, England,

February 2006. Pete and Chris Wollard

2007 :: Bon Scott's Grade Perth, Australia.
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but it's something that I think all musicians hope for—something that

pays nicely and sends you a check now and then.

"But if you're a musician, a creator, you'll continue either way."

1998, Dillinger Four had found some success. Midwestern Songs ofthe

Americas, which was released on Hopeless Records earlier that year,

began to turn heads as an album that walked a weird tightrope. Built

on a foundation of fuzz and buzz, the album seemed purposely under-

produced. Funk's sharp voice barely sliced through the sludge while

Costello's wobbly bellow always seemed to float above it. Still, beneath

the muck and mess, a catchy melody emerged and so did sarcastically

clever lyrics. And, despite the seeming disarray, it was tight and focused

and fierce. Suddenly, Midwestern Songs no longer seemed like just

another sloppy punk-rock record.

But that was more than 1 0 years ago.

Since then, Funk's underdeveloped (and drunken) idea has become

one of the most comfortable clubs in the Twin Cities. The venue itself is

enormous and empty and grey. The stage is small and low so the band

can be close to the audience while simultaneously, separate from the

chaos of the crowd. The result is an intimate musical experience in a

relatively clean place. Several levels of viewing allow the audience to

sit apart from the action, sip on a micro-brewed beer and bask in the

low-lit, sweaty atmosphere.

Attached to the venue is a bar that feels like any small town bar

—

creaking wooden floors, small booths, specials scrawled on blackboards

hanging above the bar—with the exception of the vegan menu and

prolific punk-rock jukebox.

The development of the Triple Rock has been a dynamic one that has

kept Funk busy. To him, though, it doesn't feel like a real job.

"As anyone can tell you, I don't clock in nine-to-five anymore," he

laughs. "But part of the reason why I don't is because I did. When we

Dillenger Four

THIS IS MY
SERIOUS

Em FILE

II. DILLIIUGER FOUR
For Erik Funk, the creation of his Triple Rock Social Club in

Minneapolis was driven by a desire to make a career out of punk rock.

"It was really my wife Gretchen's idea," Funk confesses, "but she

wasn't my wife at the time. We were really young; I was 23 when we

started kicking around the idea."

There were bars that punks went to at the time, but Funk felt there

wasn't a bar in Minneapolis that acted as a home base for that music

community. So Funk and his band members in Dillinger Four figured

why not open one, it couldn't be that hard.

"It turns out it was way harder than we thought," he laughs. "But

we were young and thought, like, 'How hard can that be?' Part of the

reason it worked is that we were totally naive."

At the time, though, all that Funk knew about running a venue

is what he experienced while touring with Dillinger Four, whose

discography was at the time limited to some small EPs and splits. Funk

divided vocal duties with Paddy Costello, a beer-bellied bassist who he

had known since high school.

"It took about two years before we actually got something open,"

Funk continues, "but that was kind of how it started—that stupid

drunk talk like, 'Man, if we had a place it'd be way cooler than these

places.' And finally someone says, 'Well, why don't we do that?'"

By the time the Triple Rock opened its doors in December of



first opened, I think it was with 1 1 employees

total. Now we have almost 40.

"We're happy to have made it 10 years, but

it's always struggling. It's never something that

I can take my eye off of," he continues. "On
any given week, we're constantly hustling to

"If you look at Dillinger Four music over

time," Funk says, "you'll see that Paddy writes

directly from his workplace experiences. We've

got to have a good half a dozen songs that

are taken directly from places he worked.

"I think Paddy likes bartending to an

Funk adds, "but really it's more like he's got a

small business that he's been growing. What
he's sort of done is set up a practice over these

years with several other psychologists."

Penderson and Funk both made efforts to

set up things in their lives that they would

\ THE THING THAT’S DIFFERENT FOR US IS THATWE’VE HAD CHANCE|TQ DO
RIGTHINGS FOR OUR RAND AND, INSTEAD, WE’VEWORKED. [...] BUtIBwrHR
DOING IT TO BE CONTRARY;WEWERE DOING IT BECAUSEWEWERE EASmWITHP
THE OTHERTHINGSWEWERE TRYINGTO DO WITH OUR LIVES. - Erik Fu^^Uillinger Emi

keep it open. It's more of an overwhelming,

all-the-time-responsibility kind of pressure and

less of a nine-to-five-grind kind of pressure."

In 10 years, though, Dillinger Four has

changed very little.

The band released its fourth full-length,

called Civil War, in October. Sonically, it's

clearer and more coherent, but each chord

is still sullied by distortion and imperfect

production. It's the difference between seeing

a band on a stadium's stage twenty rows from

the front and watching them perform at their

cramped practice space; the sound might

be messier and more immense, but there's

an intangible energy (guts, some might

call it) that makes each song seem more

authentic and sincere—the real Dillinger

Four as opposed to some producer's

interpretation or engineer's concoction.

On one song, "MINIMUM WAGE IS

A GATEWAY DRUG," Costello's message

cuts through. He roars, but like a

bear caught in a trap: "Now I'm

stealing cigarettes / and selling

off to friends for rent /

plus a pay check and still

in debt? / I'm asking

how could this be?"

Costello's commentary

is probably more

personal than political;

his desperation

adds a darkness

and sobriety to Civil

War that is typically

absent on Dillinger

Four albums. "One

can tell themselves

/about when
'going gets rough'

/ but determination

just isn't enough / When
over-time defines your life /

this American me",

Costello continues in

the chorus.

For Costello, this

frustration may come
from the fact that he

must work as a bartender

to support his passion as

a musician, or the fact that

neither produces an ample

income.

extent," Funk shares. "But I wouldn't say it's

what he'd be doing if given the choice. I think

it affords him the ability to do stuff he likes to

do. Paddy likes to tour more than we like to

and he always has more bands going on."

Guitarist Billy Morrisette also bartends, but

at the Triple Rock.

"I can say this because I've been his friend

for longer than I've been his employer, but

I think Billy loves bartending," Funk says. "I

know he works for me, so it's possible I have a

warped vision, but he's awesome at it."

It might seem surprising then,

providing this band full of

bartenders and bar owners,

that Dillinger Four's

drummer Lane Penderson

is a psychologist.

"He's got a doctorate in

psychology,"

be in charge of. Ultimately, they're their own
bosses instead of working at the bottom. They

are able to gain freedom by not really giving

a fuck.

And Funk would argue that this is the

difference between their band and the others

that struggle to survive: the Dillinger Four isn't

their job and isn't their life.

"The thing that's different for us is that

we've had chances to do big things for our

band and, instead, we've worked" Funk

explains. "All these years, we've said 'no' to

the Warped Tour; we've made choices that

are completely the opposite of the decision

you should make if you're trying to grow your

band. But we weren't doing it to be contrary;

we were doing it because we were happy with

the other things we were trying to do with our

lives. For us, it's been a very conscious choice."
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For Brian Fallon, making a career out of

music seems more and more like a reality each

day—so much that it hasn't quite occurred to

him that he might have already "made it."

"On Saturday," he starts, "I had to get

a permit because we were going to a gun

range, believe it or not. On the application,

they asked me what I did for a living, but I

didn't know what to write. I always used to

write, 'construction,' or 'roofer,' or 'carpenter.'

So, for the first time, I put 'musician' because

that's all I've been doing for the past year."

Fallon, who sings and strums a guitar for

the Gaslight Anthem, has, indeed, been busy.

Sink or Swim, the band's debut, found critical

acclaim in 2007; it's an album comprised of

pounding punk rock romps and quiet, acoustic

confessions, each with a trademark twang

that unites each track. Less than a year later,

the Gaslight Anthem turned more heads when

they released Senorand the Queen, a pithy and

impressive EP that's more raw and captures a

band coming into its own.

In August, the band released The ’59

Sound, an album that comes across as an

amalgamation of genres and moods. There's a

punk rock punch that throbs throughout each

track, captured best in stampedes like "Great

Expectations," the record's riotous opener. But

there's also a bluesy, soulful specter that sulks

from song to song; it comes across clearest

on slower cuts, including the ghostly "Even

Cowgirls Get the Blues".

There's a certain vintage vibe to The ’59

Sound. The album feels old, but familiar;

it's what a box full of old, sepia photos

might sound like. But there's also a sort of

restlessness, an antsy atmosphere that makes

the listener want to kick something, or kiss

someone, or sing.

And there's something undeniably "blue-

collar" about this collection of songs.

"We were trying to make a record that was

inspired by the 50s," Fallon says, "like Elvis



Presley." They resurrect this era, when more Americans

considered themselves working-class, in each crisp chord

broadcast through an old Fender amp, in drums that sound

more like stomps in a dancehall than a snare in a studio,

and (most notably) in an echo that smears Fallon's singing

in every song.

"Those were the vocal effects that they used back

then," he explains, "and ones that I've always wanted to

use. They're also effects that people haven't heard

in 40 years.

"I ran into Bruce Springsteen recently," he continues,

"and he commented on what a great sound the record

has. He was like, 'It sounds so beautiful' and kept going

on and on about it. Any complaints I hear about the

production now just bounces off of me."

continued onpg. 57

GaslightAnthem. Photos by Gene Smirnov

Illustration by Danny Martin

HAPPY BIRTHDAY,
YOU'RE MOT SPECIAL:
MOFX CELEBRATES ITS
SILVER AMMIVERSARY
BY JAKE CORBIN

When brainstorming ideas for what to splash across

the next batch of tour t-shirts, most bands would nix

NOFX's current slogan: "Recycling the same music for

25 years."

Most bands, however, don't last that long.

The non-stop, touring machine that was the Ramones
didn't; they only lasted 22 years and sure as hell never

promoted albums with custom wine coolers (Punk in

Drublic) or blow-up sheep sex dolls (Heavy Petting Zoo).

Then again, NOFX have always operated on its

own terms: no videos on MTV, no major labels and a

minimum amount of press. Just hard work mixed with

the right amount of partying.

"After two-and-a-half decades, if you're not having

fun, then it's a job," vocalist/bassist "Fat" Mike Burkett

says. "I'm having fun."

Burkett and the rest of the boys recently showcased

that fun on the eight-part mini-series "NOFX: Backstage

Passport" that aired on Fuse TV. The documentary

follows the punkers as they bounce from one country

they've never sold an album in to another.

Not all the footage made it on television though,

including a "lost" video from New Zealand where

Burkett—hopped-up on pain pills after tearing a calf

muscle in Australia—pees his pants onstage. Don't

worry, it "should end up on the DVD," Burkett says.

Embarrassing stories aside, NOFX recently wrapped its

11th official studio album.

"We've found the sound that I've been looking for

forever," Burkett explains with excitement. "I think

we've made the album that is the NOFX sound."

The record will hit stores this spring, just in time for

the band's quick jaunt through Europe. After that—their

eighth summer on the Warped Tour and no signs of

slowing down.

"If Bad Religion can still [tour], then we can still do

it," Burkett says, chuckling. "They are three years older

than us." I
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The ’59 Sound also might feel blue-collar because of the stories

these songs seem to tell. Fallon's characters are the lonely lovers,

the left behind, the small-town sinners and saints that have

worked hard for everything they have.

"These are the people we understand; these are our friends,

our families, and who we are," he shares. "I think there's a

responsibility to tell these people's stories. They live quiet lives

that maybe no one ever hears about, but their struggles are

magnificent and their triumphs are huge.

"They're not in the papers and they're not famous. These are

common people, but the country is built on the common man,"
he says.

Fallon cites "Meet Me by the River's Edge" as a song that

reflects this theme the best. His voice sounds discouraged, but

not defeated as he sings, "We've been burned by all our fears /

just from growing up around here. / Our father's factories marked
our cars / while Eden burned against the stars.

"

"It's a story about how that working-class lifestyle can make
a relationship really hard," he reveals. "But it's also about where
we grew up, the cards we were dealt and what we are going to

do with them.

"I know it's a lofty goal, but I'd like to be a band that

everybody thinks is their band and their voice, like these are their

stories—the punk kids, the guy at the convenience store on the

corner, whoever.

"

More likely, though, The 59 Sound feels like a blue-collar album
because it's been influenced, subconsciously, or intentionally, by

the band's background.

"My dad was the typical story," Fallon says. "He worked in

the Nestle factory in Freehold, New Jersey making coffee just like

everybody else. I had the most normal upbringing ever. We had
the smallest TV. Groceries were put on the credit card. I never

had a pair of Air Jordan's; I had K-Mart shoes. I learned from my
parents that I can get by without money. I also learned from them
that, if I'm going to get anything, I'm going to have to work for

it.
"

That carried over into the band and their sound, he adds.

This is, presumably, how the band has built such a strong fan-

base, and why their album has experienced so much applause

from the punk community. Since the release of The ’59 Sound, the

Gaslight Anthem has been touring almost non-stop, which is why
Fallon feels comfortable declaring "musician" as his occupation.

But there's another secret to their success on the road—

a

lesson they may have also learned from their blue-collar

upbringing.

"We put ourselves on a budget," Fallon reveals. "We did this

for so long with no money, literally nothing, and got good at not

spending money.

"A lot of bands will bring a bus, lighting rigs, a sound guy,"

he continues, "but we keep it really low key. We just have our

van and trailer, and we only bring a tour manager, a guitar tech

and a merch guy. We'll stay at the city's filthiest motel or, if we're

friends with somebody in a town, we'll stay with them."

Like many other bands that make their music a full-time effort,

the Gaslight Anthem makes sacrifices off of the road

as well.

"None of us have homes," Fallon says. "We're all floating

around at different places, or our parents' houses. No one has

been home long enough to get an apartment or a house. If we
were home any longer than a month, we'd be in trouble."

IV. OFF WITH THEIR HEADS
Ryan Young, singer and guitarist of Off With Their Heads, has

made different choices about how to support his band.

"We all basically do labor jobs," he explains. "I ran my own
painting company for about six years. It's been a while since

I've actually done it because we've been on the road since

September, but that's what I do."

Illustration byDanny Martin

WASHBOARD FOR
THE WORKING CLASS:
REVEREND PEYTON'S
BIG DAMN BAND
BY ALEX MURPHY

"A washboard ain't a joke," explains a very serious Reverend
Peyton, front man and guitarist of Reverend Peyton's Big Damn
Band.

"It really represents hard working people who couldn't afford

expensive instruments so they made do."

Peyton's band, ironically, is a three-piece "blues punk" outfit

hailing from rural Indiana complete with his wife Breezy Peyton on
washboard, and brother, Jayme Peyton on drums.

"It's rural as hell there [Indiana]," says Peyton. "And it's just hard

working people and that's what our music is really about."

Apparently those hardworking people are starting to listen with

the release of the band's debut album, The Whole Fam Damnify, on
Side One Dummy Records.

A tireless schedule of 250 days-a-year of touring has helped

Peyton and his band avoid the casual nine to five. However, it was
not always that simple as Peyton recalls a time when the band
drove more than 40 hours from a show in California just to pull

back into Indiana to head straight into work.

"That is when we said, 'we can't do this anymore, we have to

figure something out or this is going to kill us'," says Peyton. "So
we either have to quit working or quit playing music, and I can't

quit

playing music."

The Peyton's chose to sell everything in their home in a two-
week garage sale, and what they could not sell they gave away
or just burned in the backyard, just so they could pursue music

full-time.

This long, hard road seems to be paying off as Reverend Peyton

sounds happy with what his Damn Band has accomplished.

"These songs come from inside real people who make music,

with real instruments made out of wood and steel," he says.

For more info, go to: bigdamnband.com. J
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He hopes that his band, Off With Their

Heads, can continue touring, to play punk

rock for a living and make money from it,

never to return to painting houses.

But he knows better. "I have no delusions,"

he admits. "I know that it's not going to last.

I know at some point, I'm going to probably

take a break and do what I used to do."

Still, things are looking good for Off

With Their Heads. The band released From

theBottom on No Idea Records in June of 2008,

an album that's aggression and anger seemed

to make an impression in the punk-rock

community. That month, the band embarked

on their twentieth "official" tour, where they

blasted through sets at Insubordination Fest

in Baltimore and The Fest 7 in Gainesville,

Florida. At the end of the year, Off With Their

Heads found From the Bottom on a few "Best

of 2008" lists; the band landed notably at No.

7 on Punknews.org's list and in top 10 spots

on several music blogs.

Musically, From the Bottom could be any

punk-rock record in the sense that each song

feels like a fistfight. But it's Young's lyrics,

combined with his coarse style of singing, that

make From the Bottom something of substance

and depth.

"From the Bottom is the soundtrack to a

fucking bummed out, blue-collar, working-

class guy," he concludes. "I realize that, while

I'm not necessarily stuck at my job, when I

look at it realistically, it's like, what can I do? A

lot of my problems seem to be from trying to

cope with this."

"I Am You", the album's furious first track,

is one of the aforementioned fistfights, a song

** BOOM BOX & DICTIONARIES:
£ ROAD RITUALS

BY JASON GARDNER

"Well, we all unanimously think fast food is disgusting yet at the end of every tour, we start our

trip backhome by hitting up the first McDonald's we see and all get Big Mac value meals. We are very

insistent about this. Even our last night in Russia delivered the proper closure after successfully hunting

down McDonald's in Moscow."

- Chris Arp - guitars // Psyopus

"There's no better way to start a tour than to jinx it as soon as it gets underway. We all know the van

is going to flip or break down regardless, so we curse ourselves if for no other reason than to be in control

of our own fate. Take that Dodge. Shai Hulud starts every tour by listening to the same three songs which,

in addition to kicking ass, preemptively spit in the face of whatever mishap or misfortune may be waiting

for us around the bend, be it a cracked cylinder block or a patch of black ice. After an improbable string of

van problems we encountered quite a few tours ago, we decided this was a great way to prepare for the

inevitabilities of being on tour while retaining our collective sanity and sense of humor.

- Matt Fox //Shai Hulud

"We have a song called 'Whiskey Straight Fuckin'' and it is usually our last song [and] where we ask

the crowd to buy us shots before we start it. It works half of the time. At a local bar we also have a God's

Revolver shot named after us which includes cheap whiskey, pickled egg juice, and Tabasco."

- Elliot Secrist // God's Revolver

"Rose Funeral eats waffle house after every single show.

No matter what - if Waffle House is within reach, we go. And

'when we have something really important or big happening,

we each get to shoot every member one time with an air soft

gun. That's five shots per member. That is called celebration.

- Ryan Neff // Rose Funeral

For more info, go to: bigdamnband.com. JR

Elustration by Danny Martin

that seems to bounce with embittered energy,

fling a few clumsy fists, and kick up a lungful

of dust. But Young's crunchy vocals suggest

something a little less belligerent and a little

more melancholy. After inviting the listener

to look at what's going on inside his head, he

sings, "I'll tell you why I fucking hate my life

/ and tell you why I can't seem to get it right.

/ I'll tell you why I entertain the thought of

dying all the time." What comes across initially

as typical punk-rock raucousness is revealed,

eventually, as a whole-hearted confession

of frustration.

The bulk of From the Bottom follows a

similar pattern of self-depreciation. There

are at least three songs about romantic

relationships. "Self Checkout" and "Ten Years

Trouble" are seemingly apologetic songs,

probably about previous relationships that

went awry; "Wrong" is less direct and warns

a potential partner of his "sadness" and to

"Stay out of its reach or it will poison you like

it's been poisoning me."

And there are no more than four songs

about wanting to "get the fuck out"— of

town, of this place, of a stream of shitty

situations, et cetera.

For Young, though, his music isn't about

capturing life's misery, and it isn't an attempt

to draw attention to his desolate self. Really,

it's a catharsis. "It's a good release for me, I

guess," he says. "I tell people that if I wasn't

doing this, I don't know what I'd be doing.

"Everything I write is basically to myself,

or one specific, person," he adds. "It's very,

very, very personal, which is why people

always assume that I'm crazy—that I'm always

partying, and always wasted and fucked up

and shitty. But I'm not. It's just that that's

when the ideas come."

"For the Four" captures this cathartic

process perfectly. "While we were recording

From the Bottom," Young recalls, "I got a

phone call saying, 'Get to the hospital.' My

sister's husband was insulating his attic,

grabbed a live power line, and basically fried

himself on the inside. I went over there to

make sure everything was cool and, when it

was, came back and wrote lyrics for 'Four the

Four' about my sister, her husband, and their

two kids."

This stressful situation is expressed on

"For the Four" through guitars that groan

anxiously, through a bass that meanders like

a mind in dismay, though drums that suggest

a heartbeat high on adrenaline and lungs

that release a stressful sigh with each cymbal.

Young's severe voice sounds like burlap bag

full of broken glass. He seems to speak from

his brother-in-law's perspective when he sings,

"I'm not tired. I'm exhausted. / 1 think I've

finally lost it. / If anything ever happened to

you, / I don't know what the fuck I'd do."

The last lines of the song stand out in a

strange way; Young and a gang of gravel-

voiced hooligans howl, "What can end this

constant struggle? / Is there a light at the end

of the tunnel anyway?" What's strange is that

these shouts—which sound overwhelming,

violent, vicious, the pinnacle of this pissed off

album—are hollered in harmonies. Another

band might have simply screamed out this
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climactic chorus. Young comes close, but creates something that sounds chaotic and

melodic at the same time.

Here, it's clear that Young transforms his misery into music and that, for him, Off

With Their Heads is a means of relief from the "real word." Not only is music his

psychological escape from a stressful existence, but also a physical escape when he's

on the road and can distance himself from this existence—and his job—by hundreds

of miles.

Still, it's only because of this existence that this band exists.

"When we started out," Young explains, "we all lived in a really shitty punk

house and paid dirt-cheap rent. We saved all the money that we made painting and

threw it into this band. Between vans and paying for all the bad tours that we went

on, those painting jobs financed us to the point that we're at now."

And now that they're at this point, they'll have to continue to sacrifice if they

hope to keep Off With Their Heads afloat.

"Now that we've been on the road so much," he admits, "it's been really hard to

have anything at home. When we're home, we're only there a couple of days. We

stay with friends so we don't have to pay rent. None of us live anywhere right now.

It's the only way we can afford to do what we do."

But Young is content, despite what his seemingly depressed songs might suggest.

Maybe more importantly, he's hopeful that this band can become some kind of

stable career.

"Painting has always been our job," he explains, "and the band was just a

vacation, basically. But, now that this record has come out, we're hoping we can

switch it to the other way around."

For more info: bouncingsouls. com/ • myspace.com/dillingejfour

gaslightanthem.com • myspace.com/offwiththeirheads X

Top Left - Ryan Young, Top Right -Zack Gontard, Bottom Left -Justin Francis, Bottom Right - Rob Swartwood
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Tim Barry stands as a solo artist with nothing but an

acoustic guitar, much different from his past musical

resume-singing for hardcore punk band Avail. The blue-

collar philosophies that exist in Avail's lyrics do fill his solo

material, proving to himself that the ethics of the folk and

punk scenes are alike.

Barry's latest solo album, Manchester, continues to

explore the country, bluegrass and folk music he grew

up on as a kid. His solo material highlights his strong

storytelling techniques that often cheer for the underdog.

The album's opening track, "South Hill," is a working-

class story about a soldier forced to join the military

because of dire economic circumstance. He ultimately

ends up paralyzed from combat in Iraq.

Like punk, folk music was always the voice of the

working man, according to Barry.

"Years ago, Woody Guthrie was the first punk," says

Barry. "He went out, rode freight trains, played protests

and donated money to causes he deemed worthy. That is

what punk does. The spirit and ideals are identical."

Barry also has the same work ethic as a lot of his folk

heroes. He tours relentlessly, as Guthrie once did, and

even when home, finds more work to do.

"I usually don't wind down. I find routines," says Barry.

Those routines include working as a stage hand for the

Richmond Ballet, mountain biking, tending a vegetable

garden and upgrading the shed he lives in when home

from the road.

One thing Barry does not plan to do when he has

a break is record or tour with Avail, especially since his

band mates now have kids.

"Avail has meant the world to me, but we really have

nothing planned," says Barry. "A lot of that has to do

with the fact Avail is breeding. Responsibility lies in taking

care of family."

For more info, go to: timbarryrm.com •
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BARRY
CONTINUES
FOLK-INSPIRED
SOLO ACT
BY BRIAN FANELLI
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ECHOES OF

LIGHT
(FROM PHILLY)
WORDS BY DAVONNEARMSTRONG

The passion of any art form is discovered as a child.

The initial desire to create and the fire to entertain

is more than likely traceable back to the frail,

impressionable years of one's youth. Even if someone
promises that their professional interest was found as an

adult, there is always a glimmer of what a person will

invest their life's energy toward buried somewhere in

their childhood.

For 31 -year-old Greg Bezanis, he finds his calling was
wound alongside the film in a disposable camera.

"My first camera was actually one of those disposable

35mm Kodak cameras. I remember my mom buying

a handful of them at CVS and taking them to Greece

with us." Bezanis recalls. "I mostly took pictures of

landscapes and architectural buildings. Once I started

clicking I couldn't stop... I actually tried to compose
shots in my mind before shooting. Unfortunately, at 10,

they didn't quite come out the way I expected them to.

Didn't matter though, I was having fun."

As with any coming-of-age story, Bezanis drifted

away from photography only to find his way back as a

young adult volunteering for Pulse newspaper at the

2000 Olympics and Paralympic Village in Athens. It was
during an unusual turn of events that he found himself

receiving a crash course in digital photography and

encouragement to study the art formally.

"I was sent out on an assignment to capture the

essence of the village," he says. "What I came back with

was to change my life."

Bezanis' love for photojournalism and photo-art was
pushing its way to the surface.

"During the course of the games, I took photos of

daily life activities in the village and of athletes. Shots

were both artistic and informative in a newsworthy

sense. Some of my experimentation with reflection shots

started out at the games," he explains.

Bezanis' next step was a formal photojournalism

education at Temple University, inspiration from

legendary Photographer Lee Miller, and a classroom

assignment with boundless potential.

"Echoes of Light (from Philadelphia)" is a photo

essay that contains hundreds of images of the City of

Brotherly Love captured in a reflection. Bezanis illustrates

major landmarks and familiar street corners in a light

that is otherwise ignored. SEPTA buses, Locust and

Spruce, Independence Hall and even our beloved Eagles

are given a surrealistic twist.

"My overall intention is to evoke awareness of the

symbiotic relationship we have with our city by creating

a 'visual stimulus package'," Bezanis explains.

"Echoes of Light" is simply another perspective of

what average Philadelphians take for granted everyday.

"In order for the mind to see, the eyes must be

allowed to wander first. The photos presented before

you are what my wandering eyes have captured."

Bezanis continues.

Wonka Vision Magazine has chosen only a small

subset of the hundreds of images the photographer has

captured of Philadelphia to showcase his signature style

and uniqueness. X
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RATING SYSTEM
I'd trade in my Golden Ticket for this one!

Worth a few rides up and down the Wonkavator
Good, but no Everlasting Gobstopper
I'd rather drown in the chocolate river

Better left incinerated

AKIMBO
JERSEYSHORES
With a concept album based on the

real-life shark attacks that inspired the

cinematic classic Jaws, Akimbo bust out

music that equals such ferocity. Akimbo

continue pumping out records at a

prodigious pace, this one following closely

on the heels of last year's Navigating the

Bronze. This is their sixth full-length in seven

years and Jersey Shores offers the Akimbo leitmotifs: careening

drum squalls, swollen bass, filthy guitars and desperate, throat

ravaged screams. Yet they've retooled their approach, with

longer songs and lengthy quieter passages. Jersey Shores features

the clearest production as well as most thought out songs of

any Akimbo release. "Matawan" introduces their evolution

with more Neurosis-like finesse at balancing delicate parts with

slow moments of skull-crushing intensity. "Lester Stillwell" and

"Jersey Shores" are over 1 1 minutes of that recipe. Such an

onslaught is certainly heavy, though rather overwrought given

their redundancy. Yet the album's strengths coalesce on the guitar

grunge odyssey "Rogue": a sublime portrait of Akimbo at their

best. Jersey Shores displays a band at the peak of their powers.

[Neurot Recordings; neurotrecordings.com]

Casey Boland

WWWW
ANARBOR
THE NATURAL WAY
Who doesn't like sitting around just

eating corn chips and playing Mario

Kart? Anarbor, five teenagers from

Phoenix who cut teeth at all-ages shows,

aren't going to be receiving awards for

groundbreaking music on The Natural

Way, but the pop-punk album focuses on

freewheeling fun instead of submerging

itself in teen emo crud. "Love Instead" starts the four-song,

dramatic party with crunchy guitars and a strong vocal display

from lead singer Slade Echeverria, but could have the lyrics of

almost any other radio song inserted. But the band is able to

pull it off by keeping it light. Wings are spread on "The Brightest

Green" with some sinking, smokey guitar riffs, but its drummer

Greg Garrity who really starts to carry more than his share of

the water and keep the band from sounding like anything on

Schlock-FM. Good things could be abound for the group as long

as American teenagers keep falling in love, obsess about fitting in

and go to parties where someone is puking on the front lawn.

[Hopeless Records, hopelessrecords.com]

Dickson Kent

WWW

ASOBI SEKSU
HUSH
In this young band's career, their third

album, Hush, represents a watershed

moment. Pigeonholed from the get-go -

and rightfully so - as a shoe-gazing disciple

of My Bloody Valentine, Asobi Seksu

reached a crossroads following 2006's

Citrus when Yuki Chikudate (vocals) and

James Hanna (guitar) lost their rhythm section. The shakeup

allowed Chikudate and Hanna the opportunity to shed some

of the MBV influence and explore new ideas and sounds while

lessening the use of reverb pedals. Hush isn't a stripped down

affair, that's for certain, but the songs do sound sparser when

held up to previous efforts and the pop sound that was previously

hidden behind a wall of guitars is brought to the forefront on

tracks like "Gliss," "Sunshower," and "Me & Mary," the most

accessible track on Hush. Don't look for Chikudate and Hanna to

return to their past ways any time soon now that they've defined

the current and future sound of Asobi Seksu.

[Polyvinyl Records, polyvinylrecords.com]

Chip Midnight

WWW
BISON B.C
QUIETEARTH
It seems like Metal Blade wants to cover

all of their bases these days. In Bison B.C's

case, the label themselves name-check

Mastodon and High On Fire, suggesting

they hope for cross-over potential. Really,

the comparisons aren't far off; like Matt

Pike's crew, there's a preference for stoner

grooves and like their shaggy Atlanta brethren, the band has a

tendency to liberally borrow lots of genres. Nothing wrong with

that, but it doesn't always coalesce neatly. Bison are at their best

when they're at their thrashiest, so luckily there's a strong '80s

and early-'90s thrash vibe present. Hell, there's even a couple

moments that hint at old Cro-Mags, which is never a bad thing.

The vocals are the weakest link here, lacking force and pointing

to the band's punk roots, though the throaty growl on "Wendgio

- Quest For Fire" is pretty decent. Metal purists might want to

steer clear, but for everyone else there's plenty to dig.

[Metal Blade, www.metalblade.com]

Kevin Nelson

WWW
COPELAND
YOUAREMYSUNSHINE
Hard to believe Copeland's only been

releasing music since 2000 as their sound

is a throwback to the early-to-mid '90s

emo era. With each release, Copeland

explores new nuances in what they do and

while things didn't look rosy for the band's

future following the departure of bassist

James Likeness and the split with Columbia Records in 2007,

this new CD snuck up and was released with very little warning.

Taking elements from various points in their past, Copeland loads

up YouAre My Sunshine with tales of soul searching, broken

hearts and opportunities lost and gained. Much like the late

r TRAP THEM
Jfj Wr & Seizures in

Barren Praise
K bf ..

• * Now that Modern

life Is War has

drifted away with

tumbleweeds, and it’s

just not cool to ape Converge anymore,

it’s a thrill to see Salem's Trap Them grow

into their ow n. Modern Life Is War is only

mentioned because Deathwish Inc. has

a knack for cultivating the best hardcore

bands. Trap Them are a D-beat/metalcore

triumph; [Deathwish. deathwishmc.com]

wwwww

PHOBIA
22 Random Acts

ofViolence

Not enough bands

sound like Phobia

Call it

„ MISERY
INDEX
Traitors

t Traitors isn't
'

l
immediate like

i .
Misery Index’s last

m record. Discord ia,

but it's still an ass whooping good time.

Mixing political content with intelligent

death metal has always been this

Baltimore band’s calling card. Please

note; DrummerAdam Jarvis is once

again unhinged on this latest offering.

Oh, and never, ever confuse them with

Miser)' Signals.

GHOSTLIMB
Bearing Distance

Without a doubt the

best surprise from the

review bins in many

Didn’t know ,
i; UZl fJ'Al anymore.

power -violence

considered purveyors) or the more

common "grindcore.'’ but just don't call

these guys late for the slaughter. The

album name says it all. only three of

these 35* songs surpass the two- minute

mark, and most hover under a minute.

[Willowtip. wi'llowtip.co'ml
'

WWWW

. w jlat to expect was

prepared for the w orst, but got so much

more. Ghostlimb sound like the bastard

child of Coliseum and Propagandhi,

which might not mean much to the

commoners but, to me. it's pretty much



Sunny Day Real Estate - whose singer Jeremy Enigk

Copeland's own Aaron Marsh sounds quite a bit

like - Copeland's sweeping balladry is tailor-made

for the final 3 minutes of next week's Grefs
Anatomy episode, the one where lives change, for

better or worse, and pieces are left to picked up
while keeping an eye on an optimistic future.

[Tooth & Nail, toothandnail.com]

Chip Midnight

wwww
Iffy*:^w****? . £ DAVENPORT

CABINET
NOSTALGIA IN STEREO

,
Davenport Cabinet is the

i side-project of Coheed and

:
Cambria lead guitarist Travis

:
Stever, and while it is an

all-around more tolerable

entity, the Coheed influence

shows in the band's debut full-length, Nostalgia

In Stereo. The compositions aren't as long or

convoluted as those of Coheed, but there is a major

focus on the guitars and 1980's epic vocal work,

though to a much more toned down degree. The

production also isn't as clean, but it works well for

the sounds - often including twangy mandolin-style

guitar work - Stever creates. Nostalgia In Stereo

proves to be an apt title, as tracks like "Thieves"

have a distinctly nostalgic vibe which comes
through in the guitars and production. The effort

is varied enough to stay interesting, and will surely

be appreciated by fans of Coheed, but others may
not dig Stever's songwriting style and the classic

rock vocals.

[Equal Vision Records, equalvision.com]

William Jones

WWW
EDIE SEDGWICK
THINGSARE GETTING
SINISTERAND SINISTERER
Apparently, when he can

S sneak away from his day job

in indie rock trio Antelope,

Justin Moyer likes to don a

wig and slinky cocktail dress

and get his electro on. Named
after the Warhol actress and muse, Moyer's alter-

ego tackles such weighty topics as Angelina Jolie's

rainbow tribe, Mary Kate Olsen's struggles and

the questionable politics of the painfully '80s "red

scare" film Red Dawn. If it sounds ridiculous, that's

because it is, but the skeletal, fractured musical

frame built from Moyer's dubby bass grooves and

the solid drumming of Ryan Hicks make this album

hard to ignore. I usually run screaming from this

sort of thing, but damn if it isn't catchy sometimes.

This isn't a great album, with a few moments where
things seem to fall apart, but Moyer seems to be

onto something singular and compelling.

[Dischord, dischord.com]

Kevin Nelson

WWW

LA DISPUTE
SOMEWHEREAT
THE BOTTOM OF THE
RIVER BETWEEN VEGA
ANDALTAIR
As if its title didn't just

come out and scream this,

La Dispute's full-length

debut is a bit pretentious - a bit overly artsy for its

own good. And yet something remains interesting

throughout Somewhere at the Bottom of the

River Between Vega andAltair. It is not incredibly

catchy, and the music behind everything is nothing

particularly special - mostly standard post-hardcore

time signature changes and song construction.

Jordan Dreyer's lyrics may try too hard to be poetic

at times, but his voice strikes a tone of frantic

urgency, despite often teetering on the edges of

being annoying, and that keeps things interesting.

And the production is top-notch. It is a perfect fit

for the band's interesting sound and seems tinkered

with to perfection. La Dispute stays one notch

above its run-of-the-mill counterparts because of

good performances and technical proficiency rather

than superb songwriting, and should please fans of

the oftentimes stale post-hardcore genre.

[No Sleep Records, nosleeprecs.com]

William Jones

WWW
LOS CAMPESINOS!
WEARE BEAUTIFUL, WE
AREDOOMED

|

This is the second
’

full-length (if you call

\ 30-or-so minutes worth

[
of music a full length) by

the Welsh seven-piece

Los Campesinos! released

in 2008. Originally intended to be an album of

b-sides and cast-offs, WeAre Beautiful, WeAre
Doomed blossomed into a legitimate album

on par with Hold On Now, Youngster that was
released 10 months earlier. Though pegged as a

tween pop band due to their admiration of the

K Records catalog, Los Campesinos! are so much
more - there's a particular energy and enthusiasm,

and even some sarcastic real-life observations and

matter-of-factness ("You said he got his teeth fixed

/ I'm gonna break them") that tween pop bands

wouldn't touch with a 10-foot pole. With so many
band members contributing a variety of instruments

(including glockenspiel, horns, keyboards, violins,

etc.), it's not surprising that the music is often

frantic, like on the lead-off track, "Ways to Make it

Through the Wall," which features back-and-forth

boy/girl vocals. Bloody brilliant!

[Arts & Crafts, arts- crafts. ca]

Chip Midnight
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THEANGRYWHALE
I Edited by Sean Rayford
Straight outta South Carolina, this zine

features reviews, interviews, horoscopes

and anything else you might need to get

the lowdown on goings-on down south.

Dig the open letter from The Pink Spiders

to Sen. John McCain, in which they

simultaneously plug their new album and exhort his immediate

use of their songs in his ad campaign to save his chance at the

presidency. A little too late for that.

[thean(^rywhale@vahoo.com]

CLEARVIOLET
By Karen Davidson
This work of short fiction describes an all

too familiar workplace tale: as a server at

a 'free -spirited’ health food restaurant,

Dinah spends the bulk of her time

wishing she could blend into the walls. Irritating customers,

aborted workplace romances and a space cadet boss who
forces the staff to experience each others’ auras leads her to

some rather lonely conclusions. Funny and poignant.

BOOK
REVIEWS

By Ben Allen

It seems some brave souls still

believe in the power of the book.

We commend their enthusiasm and

are happy to see their rock memoirs,

weirdo rants, and hapless novels

make it out into the world. So here

are our top picks for recent self-

published and small press books.

BRAINFAG FOREVER
by Nate Beaty

Chronicling eight years of his life,

this graphic memoir by Nate Beaty

evolves from a series of psyched-

out advertisements to a jumble of

schizophrenic self-portraits, just as the

author's own persona evolves from

hippie-ish dropout to self-deprecating

comic artist. But after enduring the

requisite setbacks of coming of age—
breakups, bouts with alcoholism, and

premature baldness — the story ends

where it begins, in a big, unsatisfying

question mark of form and function.

Luckily, the journey is worth more than

the destination, and Beaty's unstable

art is endearing, even if his unstable

life is not. [Microcosm Publishing,

microcosmpublishing.com]

WELCOME TO THE DAHL HOUSE
by Ken Dahl

Spanning those good ol' days of the

Bush regime, Ken Dahl's America is as

perverse, paranoid, and heartless as we
all remember it to be. Sometimes with

wit, sometimes with R. Crumb-inspired

lewdness, and always with unabashed

crankiness, this collection of comics

brings a trenchant, though hardly

original, assault on all our country's less-

than-lovable foibles.

[Microcosm Publishing,

microcosmpublishing.com]
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REVIEWS
By William Jones

EXODUS
Let There Be Blood

The backlash this

long-time thrash

metal band is getting

for rerecording 1985’$

Bonded by Blood is

mostly due to, well, it sounding good (the

original’s production sound was akin to

razorblades cutting into sandpaper). But

getting their new vocalist to straight -

out imitate the late Paul Baloff was

questionable at best.

wwww

GIRLSCHOOL
Legacy

I

H
1

-y
1 .Hi So nice to see this

all -female British

jg
_

' heavy metal band still

p.
going at it more than

t ,

r
three decades after

theirformation. With

the death oflead guitarist/vocalist Kelly

Johnson in 2007, it could have been the

end ofthe band , too. But here they are with

another album, sounding better than ever.

[SPV.spv.dcl

WWWW

GIT SOME
Cosmic Rock
Throw' Drive like Jehu

and Black Flag into

a burlap sack with

a pissed-off ferret,

and it might sound

something like Git

Some. The Planes Mistaken for Stars

connection is enough, but it ends up being

a minor reference point to the genius of

riffs like the out -of- the -gates blazer on

"Trixy Loves Misty.”

[i -2-3- 4 Go!. t^3>4gorecoras.comJ
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LaGRECIA

Lj A When someone is

!

1

7 ^ known for a specific

sound, it's hard to

» swallow them trying

something new.

With gravel -voiced Jason Shevchuk,

singer of Kid Dynamite and None More

Black, it’s difficult to hear him doing the

singer/songwriter thing. On the rock

songs it works, but on the slower, pensive

numbers, not so much.

924 GILMAN ST:

LETS TALK
ABOUT TACTAND
TIMING...

Scarred Films does a

great job of telling the

story of the seminal

Berkeley, Calif, club

in this feature-length

documentary. Instead of

using narration, the filmmakers tell the story

with live performances documented over the

years and interviews with the likes of Fugazi's

Ian MacKaye, Jello Biafra, and members of The

Offspring, Rancid and Operation Ivy. Anyone

into punk should pick up a copy of this and

learn something about one of punk's most

famed breeding grounds.

[Scarred Films, scarredfilms.com]

WW

OBAMA
BARACKOBAMA:
THE POWER OF
CHANGE
As a piece of history

from Barack Obama's

road to the White

House, it is an

interesting collection,

but why the producers

did not wait until the

end of the election to

include his victory and inauguration speeches

would be a bit baffling if the praiseful opening

narration and September release weren't so

obviously designed as a last-minute push

before the election in 2008. This is a one-sided

look at Obama for sure, and some of the

speeches are incredibly skewed, but oration

from the dynamic president and his first lady

is always engaging. It is too bad this DVD
doesn't contain more of it.

[Elbow Grease Productions, trutalk.us]

WW

THE LASTTOGO
This short film offers a

brief glimpse at "The

Last Pogo, " a concert

featuring notable

Toronto bands at

the city's Horseshoe

Tavern which ended in

a mild riot. The look it

provides at one song

from each of the bands

and small interview bits is interesting. But at

26 minutes and featuring more of a tease

than actual riot footage there is little reason to

purchase the DVD at $16, except maybe for

those who were in attendance that day. With

a feature-length documentary, The Last Pogo

Strikes Again, on the way, this seems like it

should find a better home as a special feature.

[Self-released, thelastpogo.net]

WW

THE MOUNTAIN
MOVERS
LETS OPEN UP
THE CHEST
Collectives are all the rage

these days, it seems, and

why not? Songwriters can

assemble musicians that fit

whatever batch of songs

they happen to be working

on. For The Mountain Movers, Dan Greene (The

Butterflies of Love) called on friends from the New
Haven, CT scene to realize his Psych-Garage vision.

The relaxed pace of the album allows Greene's

hallucinatory and slightly biblical flavored lyrics,

and Rob Katz' organ to rise to the top, creating a

playful tone. The horn section also lends a bit of an

old R&B vibe, which just adds to the sound palette.

Quite good, if a little forgettable.

[Safety Meeting, safetymeeting, net]

Kevin Nelson

WWW

destruction

TOTALFUCKING
DESTRUCTION
PEACE, LOVEAND TOTAL
FUCKING DESTRUCTION

[ Brutal Truth's Rich Hoak

1 returns with his trio of

!
prog-grind masterminds.

[
They continue the

1 minute-long blasts along

with plenty of musical

explorations to befuddle anyone expecting a

grind-only expedition. As demonstrated on Zen

and the Art ofTotal Fucking Destruction, these

dudes know how to play. The laymen usually

possess the misconception that grind consists

solely of tuneless speed-screeds doused with

some hooligan dribbling gibberish about nuclear

war or blown apart corpses. Though TFD are not

opposed to covering those topics, they do so with

an unexpected sense of humor and an above

average degree of musical complexity. "Youth

Apocalypse Right Now" and "Let the Children

Name Themselves" display a conceptual support

for the young, not to mention vicious musical

hooks. There's a bracing air of limitless potential in

what TFD will play and say next, and that makes

the record an exhausting (if bumpy) joyride.

"Monsterearth Megawar," "Grindfreak Railroad"

and "Let's Fucking Do This" recall the classic thrash

joy de vivre in celebrating distinct tribal acts like

moshing and partaking in illicit substances. Indeed,

TFD temper the brutality with fun and that makes

their newest album a welcome change from the

doom and gloom mediocrity of most bands of this

ilk.

[Enucleation ,
enucleationrecords. com]

Casey Boland
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SISTER SIN
SWITCHBLADE
SERENADES
Sister Sin, if it

isn't obvious from

Switchblade Serenades ’

cover and the band's

name, creates a sound

that meets somewhere

between the already

decidedly old-school, metal-meets-hard-rock of

Avenged Sevenfold and cheesy early-'80s heavy

rock n' roll with a female vocalist. The combination

apparently breeds a band that, as far as looks go,

dresses in black, wears Motorhead shirts, covers

itself in terrible tattoos, but has that modern flair

of dudes with eyeliner; and Sister Sin's sound is

a pretty accurate reflection of that. It is a bit of

new mixed with a lot of old and results mostly in

crap. The band presents hard-rock-by-the-numbers

with lyrics that are anything but interesting and

production that seems almost as apathetic as the

band's performance. As trends come full circle,

which they usually do, more bands like this are

bound to crop up, but if they are all as uninspired

and unoriginal as Sister Sin, music fans looking for

that cheesy retro fix will just want to stick with the

originals like Motley Crue.

[Victory Records, victoryrecords. com]

William Jones
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UNITED NATIONS
UNITED NATIONS
People say that good artists

copy and great artists

steal. That may be true but

whatever the case, you've

got to have Columbo-sized

nards to mock the likes

of The Sex Pistols and The

Beatles, and you better be able back it up with

some serious gazpacho. In their brief two year

history United Nations have mimicked the artwork

of Abbey Road, planned on naming an LP Never

Mind the Bombings, Here's Your Six Figures, and

gotten enough flack from the worldly organization

of the same name to remove their Facebook and

Myspace pages. But the group, with Geoff Rickly

of Thursday, Daryl Palumbo of Glassjaw and a

rotating guest list, are fiery and hostile enough to

shove their grindcore back into faces of naysayers.

United Nations brakes up their sweltering riffs and



screamo with gentle melodies like on "The Shape of Punk That Never Came" (see Refused mimicry) and

serve grandiose NIN arena-rock, complete with saxophones on the expansive "Say Goodbye to General

Figments of the USS Imagination". However, like their namesakes, an hour of rhetoric by the band United

Nations exposes a listener to much redundancy and only occasionally offers up something interesting that

needs repeating.

[Eyeball Records , eyeballrecords..com]

Dickson Kent
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DEMO
REVIEWS

By Natalye Childress Smith

Bands are finally catching on to a little

something known as melody and paying

tribute to catchy, pop-centric songwriting

styles. Your ears will thank them.

USELESS ill)

USELESS IB
THE LOSTBROKEN BONES
As out of place as a fish sandwich on a burger joint's menu, Israel's Useless ID's

brand of pop-punk stands in stark contrast to Suburban Home's bread-and-butter

alt.country/rural rock roster. The band made the jump to Suburban Home for this

record - their sixth - after putting out the last three on Kung Fu Records (The

Ataris, The Vandals) and while the label may have changed. Useless ID's sound

hasn't. Though the band members carry Israeli passports, they might as well be

from Southern California - the music is heavily indebted to bands like NOFX,

MXPX, and No Use for a Name - catchy choruses and chugga-chugga guitars abound. The Lost Broken

Bones is front-loaded with the strongest material, the first four songs ("Isolate Me," "Killing a Ghost,"

"Mouse in a Maze," "Undecided") significantly more memorable than the remaining eight, the difference

being the insanely addictive choruses. Suburban Home fans may want to skip this (pick up the latest Two

Cow Garage release instead) but it'll sell a bunch to Warped Tour fans.

[Suburban Home Records, suburbanhomerecords.com]

Chip Midnight

WWW
THE WOLVERTON BROTHERS
OLD, UGLYAND LOUD
With two decades and six albums under their plunging beltlines, The Wolverton

Brothers really may be Old, Ugly and Loud - as well as awesome as ever.

Similarities to Ween surface throughout the spin of the creative and quirky alt

country, which glides from a groovy and droning Edie Sedgwick mod-elbow-snap

on "Cheese" to a smokin' dirty, old Billy Gibbons riff containing the maximum
number of mind diversions in "Iceman's Curse." Not only has time brought the

gift of the groove to the Cincinnati quartet, but wisdom of simple messages such

as "Let's take a shower / we'll smell better" and "Let's brush our teeth / we'll have a brighter smile" on

"A Better Place," makes this a must listen for the entire family before heading to the strip mall for greasy

Chinese food. Time may be making The Wolverton Brother's skin a little saggy, but there's nothing listless

about the form fitting, timeless guitar ride of "Chaos and Order." These guys are still superheroes, even if

the tops of their costumes need to have bell bottoms.

[Ionik Recordings Company, ionikrecords.com]

Dickson Kent
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By Jake Corbin

vinYL reviews

1 -800-BAND/SNAKES

Putting both of these bands

on one record makes for

weird listening, but it works.

1 -800-BAND has a young

Elvis Costello vibe, full of

bouncy pop, while Snakes

sounds like Pavement

enlisted Jack White's

screechy voice to take over

on lead vocals. This seven-

inch is worth a spin.

[Slow Gold Zebra,

myspace.com/

slowgoldzebra]
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BLOWBACK
Drug War f’

It's pretty obvious the fellas

in Blowback are fans of

Black Flag; in fact, the title

track mirrors the melody

and vocal structure of "Rise

Above" rather closely. I'm

not sure if I could listen

to an entire album by this

group, but "Bible Belt" may

have been the perfect song

to play as George W.

leaves office.

[blowback.org]
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CALL IT ARSON
Moth Wash: The Old Flames 7”

Unless you're a R.E.M. fan,

it's unclear how much you

will like this record. The

lead singer's voice has the

same whiney quality as

Michael Stipe's or maybe

Dashboard Confessional's

Chris Carrabba. The band

does have potential, though,

particularly when the rhythm

section takes over. Less

crying and more toe-tapping

breakdowns, please.

[Kill Normal, killnormal.com]

BENARD/WORN IN RED

Split 7”

Straight out of the A-T-L,

Benard kick into full-gear

from the outset of this

seven-inch. With a Fugazi-like

juxtaposition of jumbled

drums and twangy guitar

blasts, the fivesome have

created a sound that

borderlines on chaotic but

never loses its groove. On

the b-side, Worn in Red are

screamcore to the max. There

are certain types of music that

compliment such a throaty

bellow (i.e. hardcore punk),

but this just isn't that style

of music.

[myspace.com/benardmusic]

[myspace .com/wornin red]

BAYARD
RUSSELL

SELFTITLED

If Elliott Smith were

less acoustic and

more synth. Lyrically

lacking and simple in

sound, but eclectic

instrumental embellishments make this

album a pleasant listen, [bayardrussell.com]

WWW

THE DELICIOUS
THE DELICIOUS

Light-hearted,

sing-along pop-rock

with innumerable

influences - including

Weezer- inspired

guitars and vocals

a la The Strokes - boasting a little bit of

something for everyone. [Decimal Records,

the delicious.com]

YONI GORDON
& THE GOODS
BURIED IN THE

BASEMENT
Upbeat, driven,

folk-infused punk

with snotty, Ted Leo-

esque vocals. It reeks

of brash youthfulness

and awkwardly-contrived melody, but still

works, really really well, [yonigordon.com]

WWWW

HOOD HEADLINAZ/GET

'EM MAMIS
Southern Comfort and the

Fader 7" Series No. 7 Split 7”

If you're interested in the

rap "music" radio stations

are playing, then this is the

seven-inch for you. Both

songsinclude rhymes about

expensive jeans, but the

Hood Headlinaz take the

cake with this soon-to-be

classic line: "I'm a steak,

homey, you a chicken

wing." What the hell

happened to hip-hop?

[myspace.com/

paperrouteenterprise]

[myspace.com/getemma]

W

MEEMAW
Glass Elevator 7”

This trio may live in Nashville

but country they are not.

Rowdier than the Velvet

Underground but tamer

than the Stooges, Meemaw
is keeping gritty garage rock

alive and well—drop the

needle on track one and

you will understand. If only

Max's Kansas City were still

around for them to play.

[myspace.com/

pigsinpossumalley]

WWWW
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CURSIVE
MAMA, I’M SW LLEN

LADYFINGER (ne) - Dusk

CD/DIGITAL OUT NOW

The follow up to 2006's Heavy

Hands. Ladyfinger (ne) at the peak

of their powers.

BEEP BEEP - Enchanted Islands

2CD/DIGITAL OUT NOW

Beep Beep’s disturbingly emascu-

lated masterpiece. Limited 2CD

edition includes six bonus tracks.

0+S
CD/LP/DIGITAL OUT NOW

Debut full-length featuring Orenda

Fink (Azure Ray) & Cedric LeMoyne

(Remy Zero)
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1929. OCTOBER. THE CRASH.
WHO CARED? WHO HAD STOCKS?
ONLY THE RICH, AND TO HELL WITH THEM!

FROM JUMPING THE LINE BY WILLIAM HERRICK

Illustration by Colin Frangicetto

EVERYONE'S BEEN AFFECTED
BY THE RECENT ECONOMIC
DOWNTURN, BUT PEOPLE
IN THE PUNK COMMUNITY
MAY BE MORE INSULATED
THAN OTHERS. MANY ARE
ALREADY CONTENT WITH
HAVING LITTLE MONEY,
AND IT'S A SAFE BET THAT
FEW GOT INVOLVED IN

HEDGE FUNDS OR TRADING
HIGH-RISK SECURITIES.

STILL. IT'D BE INTERESTING
TO IMAGINE HOW THINGS
WOULD PLAY OUT IF THE
DIY CREW WERE FRONT-
AND-CENTER IN THIS MESS

WHERE'S THEIR BAILOUT?

A whole lot of free market talk went

out the window when heads of industry

realized the shit hitting the fan would

"trickle down" to them. Now, the

government doles out loans to big

businesses that can't balance their

checkbooks while credit regulations

tighten for the rest of us. Could a dime

be spared for smaller industries as well?

INDEPENDENT RECORD
STORES. Audiophiles, music geeks

and other people with thick glasses are

the first to arrive in Washington for a

bailout. They request $90,000 to cover

their rents and pick up some out-of-print

colored vinyl releases off of Ebay. The

internet is already killing their sales, they

say, and with no auto loans available, less

hipsters can make the commute after

their '94 Pontiac bites the dust. They're

denied when the House decides the

credit crunch actually helps them - less

MasterCards means people have to

scrape up the cash to buy CDs instead of

splurging on iTunes.

ZINE WRITERS. Anarchists, punks

and various rabble-rousers ask for aid

to help print their 10 or so issues each

year. With all the layoffs recently,

everyone's too afraid of their boss at

Staples catching them running off 50

copies of Why Big Businesses Sucks #8.

Their request for $20,000 is denied as

a clueless Senator admonishes them to

"just go on Blogspot like everyone else...

what's the difference, anyway?"

enjoy their music. Instead of going out,

people invite their friends over to listen

to their favorite records together. The

show experience is enhanced when the

host kicks out his buddies for tagging the

bathroom wall and crowd surfing in the

living room.

LISTENING
PARTIES.

When even $8

becomes too

much to spare

when a band

comes to town,

a new trend

emerges that

allows fans to

still gather and

CELEBRITY IMPERSONATORS
Hey, it worked with Elvis! In a listening

party spin-off, a niche market develops

for spoken word performances. Here,

people recite agit-prop for an audience

and adopt the author's aesthetics. Top

performers use a helium tank and take a

screwdriver to their teeth for Jello Biafra

engagements, while Noam Chomsky

lookalikes pop a bunch of Xanax and

mumble in near-comatose stupors about

obscure American military actions.

TOP EXECUTIVES POSITIONS.

Public outcry over corporate fraud and

golden parachutes hits a fevered pitch. A

few forged resumes and publicity stunts

land a bunch of punks at the heads of

Fortune 500 Companies. Sadly, this all

goes to hell when the new CEO of Merrill

Lynch is called out for spending $20,000

on Misfits memorabilia and using the

corporate jet to attend a secret Bouncing

Souls show in Asbury Park, NJ.X

TOURING BANDS. A bunch of

bands plead for funds to replace the

1 5-year-old Econoline vans they've

been using to crisscross the country.

Expectations are high as they harness

the current Green movement, promising

their new rides will run on biodiesel

fuel. Unfortunately, the nation sours on

them after watching endless replays of

Congressmen chastising them for renting

a minivan to get to Washington. The

decision to grant the bands money is

on hold pending their next meeting, for

which they all pledge to make the trip on

fixed-gear bicycles.

STAYING FREE
Who are we kidding? Even in a fantasy

world where Joe Strummer is still alive

and corporate radio playlists are just

campfire legends musicians tell to scare

their kids, the odds of Jim the Small

Record Label Owner getting more play

than Joe the Plumber would still be nil.

But getting the shit end of the

fiscal stick is nothing new

to punks, and as

always they'd find

ways to get by.
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MENTAL ENTERTAINMENT PRESENTS:

"TEXAS GIPLS

LOVB TO PIDB THB
ffO/UV PALOkiW

1995

The new controversial sitcom featuring

the members of Chesterfield.

Coming to the internet in 2009.

WATCH THC TCASCP AT THgPtCKWeePS.COM

PURCHASE THESE RELEASES AT RECORD STORES
AND AT MENTALRECORDS.NET
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